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INTRODUCTION

Responding to diversity and growing expectations for higher education requires a fundamental shift 
in its provision; it requires a more student-centered approach to learning and teaching, embracing flexible 
learning paths and recognizing competences gained outside formal curricula. Higher education institutions 
themselves also become more diverse in their missions, mode of educational provision and cooperation, 
including growth of internationalization, digital learning and new forms of delivery.

The role of quality assurance is crucial in supporting higher education systems and institutions in 
responding to these changes while ensuring the qualifications achieved by students and their experience of 
higher education remain at the forefront of institutional missions.

Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area
(ESG 2015)

Narxoz University is integrated into the global educational space and follows international 
academic standards for the quality of teaching, teaching and research, especially the Standards and 
Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area (ESG 2015) 
https://www.enqa.eu/ and the standards of foreign agencies (FIBAA, Foundation for International 
Business Administration Accreditation https://www.fibaa.org/).

Narxoz University Regulation for Quality Assurance provides an overview of both academic 
and non-academic (administrative) quality assurance processes and their interrelationships, a 
summary of information on these processes, and additional links to a complete statement on the 
processes and procedures.

This Narxoz University Regulation for Quality Assurance demonstrates the University’s 
compliance with internationally recognized standards.

The structure of the material in this Regulation reflects this correspondence: first, the ESG 
2015 Standards are presented and then their implementation at the University is presented.

Almost all stakeholder groups are included in the quality improvement process: from the 
University Founder and governance to alumni, students, their parents and high school students as well 
as prospective university students.

S tu d e n ts ’ Role in Q uality Im provem ent: The University strives to provide quality learning 
experience and social development to its students. The students are part of most University-level and 
School-level committees, their feedback and recommendations on regularly conducted surveys are of 
decisive significance. Assessment by students is the key feature of all quality improvement and quality 
assurance processes: the students’ perspective is a priority.

The R ole o f  Faculty, Research a n d  Adm inistrative Staff: professional qualities and 
commitment demonstrated by the faculty and research staff are crucial to continuously improve and 
maintain a high quality of teaching and instruction. Both the faculty and the administrative staff 
continuously strive for professional development in order to enhance the quality of teaching, 
instruction, and research in their respective domains, as well as to improve the learning environment 
for students.

A lum ni Role: there are more than 140 thousand Narxoz University alumni who are employed 
in various sectors of economy, politics, and culture. The University conducts an annual survey to 
obtain alumni feedback regarding the contents of study programs, the ratio of theoretical and practical 
components as well as professional skills.
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The Role o f  Em ployers a n d  Corporate Partners: Employers have a vested interest in the high 
quality of training for their employees. The University invites its corporate partners to participate in 
study programs development and assessment, organizing lectures, providing internship opportunities, 
supervising students’ final qualification projects, as well as to take part in the activities of the 
University’s School Business Councils.

The Role o f  Society: The Narxoz University is a socially responsible institution that contributes 
to societal progress by fostering its students during their period of study not merely into professionals 
in a given field of knowledge but into sophisticated personalities embracing humanitarian values. Thus 
both the society and the state are not only “the final consumers” of the University graduates but also 
have a vested interest in the high quality of the University’s education services.

The R ole o f  In ternational Partners: Partner institutions of the Narxoz University for double
degree and research programs, as well as academic mobility programs have a vested interest in the 
quality of the Narxoz University’s study programs as the learning processed need to be fully 
harmonized for the implementation of joint programs and projects.

The University’s Quality Assurance System is aimed at meeting the needs of the stakeholder 
groups designated above.

SCOPE OF APPLICATION

This Regulation contains general requirements to the Narxoz University’s internal quality assurance 
system for education services.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

This Regulation follows the terms and definitions corresponding to the Republic of 
Kazakhstan Law on Education, the State Compulsory Education Standard, Guidelines for Organizing 
Learning Process in Credit Education System inter alia. In addition to those this Regulation adopts the 
following definitions:

Analysis is the process of defining, collecting and preparing data to assess the educational 
goals of the program and the students’ achieved learning outcomes. Effective analysis uses appropriate 
direct, indirect, quantitative and qualitative parameters suitable for measurable goals or outcomes.

Double Diploma is a certificate of higher education, issued to a graduate by two (or more) 
partner universities after the successful completion of a course of study in a joint study program. The 
Double Diploma verifies the award of a double (joint) academic degree.

Dissertation, Thesis/ Dissertation work is a written report on the results of independent 
research conducted in a specific field of knowledge, and presented for public defense in order to obtain 
an academic degree at a graduate (master) or doctoral level.

Distance Learning Technologies are the subset of learning technologies in which information 
and telecommunications equipment is used to support remote or partially remote interaction between 
a student and an instructor.

European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education, ENQA is a European 
body which disseminates information and facilitates the adoption of practices and innovative 
approaches in quality assurance in higher education for European quality assurance agencies, public 
institutions and higher education institutions.

European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System -  ECTS is a student-centered system 
based on academic workload per study programs and a systematic manner of describing study 
programs by designating credit number to all the components of a study program.
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European Higher Education Area-EHEA is an education area of the Bologna Process 
member states who conduct harmonized and transparent higher education policies.

Quality in Higher Education is a multidimensional characteristic of the higher education 
encompassing the correspondence of learning outcomes and institutional systems to the actual 
objectives and needs of the Society, State and Personality.

Competence is a dynamic combination of characteristics (related to knowledge and its 
application, skills, abilities, values and personal qualities), describing the learning outcomes of a study 
program, i.e. what a university graduate requires for effective professional activity, social activity and 
personal development, which the graduate has to master and demonstrate.

Student, Faculty, and Research Staff Mobility is the transfer of students, faculty and 
researchers to another higher education institution (either domestic or abroad) for a defined term 
(including educational or industrial internship periods), typically for a semester or an academic year, 
for studying or conducting research with an obligatory credit transfer in accordance with internal 
regulations on study programs in the sending institution.

Module is a logically structured integral part of the educational process in terms of contents 
and methodology within the framework of a certain set of expected learning outcomes expressed in 
terms of competencies, and characterized by the difficulty of mastering and the credit number.

Study Program is an organizational and methodological document that structures the contents 
and scope of knowledge, forms of organization of the educational process, course guidelines and 
designated time periods required to finish a course, modules, tools for assessing learning success, 
certification, and expected learning outcomes, including fostering the competencies required to obtain 
an academic degree.

Educational Goals of the Program are the sum total of the expected learning results of a 
study program in in a particular area, higher education level and profile.

Assessment/Evaluation determines the degree that the educational goals of the program 
achieve and, student learning outcomes and leads to decisions and actions regarding the improvement 
of the program.

Quality Assurance Policy represents the principal directions and institutional objectives for 
quality assurance officially approved by the institution’s governance after a comprehensive discussion 
by the University community. The Quality Assurance Policy defines the organization’s development 
directions.

Recognition of educational qualifications is, on the one hand, the official confirmation by 
the authorities of the significance of a foreign educational qualification, on the other hand, the 
positioning of the holder of a foreign qualification in the education or employment system of the host 
country in order to ensure its holder has access to educational and / or professional activities.

Study Profile is a set of main typical features and characteristics of a study program, reflecting 
the specifics of the direction of higher education.

Self-Evaluation Process is an internal assessment process conducted by a higher educational 
institution based on institutional and special accreditation standards and criteria; upon completion of 
the self-evaluation process a self-evaluation report is generated.

Learning Outcomes are a set of competences reflecting the specific knowledge, 
comprehension and skills a student expected to acquire upon completion of their study program.

Joint Degree is higher education qualification degree awarded jointly by at least two higher 
education institutions based on a curriculum developed and / or provided jointly by these institutions, 
possibly in cooperation with other higher education institutions.

Stakeholder is a person or a group of persons or an institution(s) interested in the decision
making results in a specific area.
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Student is a person enrolled in an undergraduate, graduate, or doctoral study program of a 
higher education institution.

Student-Centered Approach in Education is the fundamental principle of the Bologna 
reforms in higher education, which implies a shift in emphasis in the educational process from 
teaching (as the main role of the teaching staff in the "translation" of knowledge) to learning (as a 
student activity in learning).

Work Load is a quantifiable measuring of the student’s learning activity in credits (ECTS) 
necessary to successfully reach expected learning outcomes.

Employability is a set of the competences, knowledge, skills and personal qualities which 
provides university graduates with career prospects in their chosen profession.

Formal education/training):
-  mastering an approved study program at an educational institution.
Informal education/training:
-  any organized and continuous education process outside the traditional (formal) education.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

This Regulation uses the following symbols and abbreviations:

AACSB Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business;
ACCA The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants;
AmCham The American Chamber of Commerce in Kazakhstan
FRM Financial Risk Manager;
CFA Chartered Financial Analyst;
CIA Certified Internal Auditor;
CIM Chartered Institute of Marketing/Certified in Management;
CIMA Chartered Institute of Management Accountants;
CIPD The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development;
EFMD European Foundation for Management Development;
HRCI HR Certification Institute;
IALS Institute of Advanced Legal Studies;
ICAEW Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales;
KWR Kazakhstan Waste Recycling;
LMS Learning Management System;
PMI Project Management Institute;
ILS Integrated Library System;
JSC Joint Stock Company;
AOE Autonomous Organization of Education;
AD Administrative Division;
BD Basic Discipline;
ВНД Internal Regulations;
HEI Higher Education Institution;
ISC Intra-Semester Control;
SCC State Certification Commission;
GC Group of Companies;
SCES State Compulsory Education Standards;
GOST State Standard;
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MSC
SEC
DLT
DSR
SH
EUROBAK
UNT
IS
IT
IC
ECC 
MES RK 
MLSPP RK

Main Study Complex;
State Examination Commission;
Distance Learning Technologies;
Dean’s Office for Student Relations;
Student Housing;
European Business Association of Kazakhstan;
Unified National Testing;
Information Systems;
Information Technology;
Individual Curriculum;
Elective Courses Catalogue;
Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
Ministry of Labor and Social Protection of Population of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan;

MC
NJSC
IQAA
RL
R
NIS
RED
LA
NQF
AD
GD
LLC
SP
OR
SQF
RSCI
LO
MD
PC
TS
MM
GSIW
SIW
LLP
SLC
CXR
PF
DLC
ILS

Medical Center;
Non-commercial Joint Stock Company;
Independent Agency for Quality Assurance in Education; 
Research Library;
Research;
Nazarbayev Intellectual Schools;
Research and Education Department;
Legal Act;
National Qualifications Framework;
Accreditation Department;
General (Core) Disciplines;
Limited Liability Company;
Study Program;
Office of the Registrar;
Sectoral Qualifications Framework;
Russian Science Citation Index;
Learning Outcomes;
Major Discipline;
Professional Competences;
Teaching Staff (Faculty);
Mass Media;
Graduate Student’s Independent Work;
Student’s Independent Work;
Limited Liability Partnership;
Study and Laboratory Complex;
Chest X-Ray;
Payroll Fund;
Distance Learning Center;
Integrated Library System
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Standard Mission, University Profile and Strategic Objectives
University’s Mission, University’s Operational Context in Education Policy, Society and Economy.

NARXOZ UNIVERISTY STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

A crucial element of strategic development for any organization is the regular review of its 
Strategic Development Concept in accordance with changes in the environment. The Narxoz 
University Strategic Development Concept for 2020-2025 which was approved by the decision of the 
Board of Directors on May 26, 2020, proclaims the need to adapt to changes. The Concept notes that 
the University governance will convene annually to analyze the progress of the University’s 
development and to amend this 5-year-long Concept in order for it to account for current issues and 
to ensure the document remains relevant and useful for decision making regarding the University’s 
development. In this regard the Narxoz University Strategic Development Concept is being currently 
revised with applied research defined as the priority for the next few years

Narxoz University Mission
Our mission is to inspire and teach people new knowledge which will enable them to improve 

the quality of economic, legislative, technological, and social changes in society.

Main Values of the Narxoz University
Our main values lie at the heart of all our actions and serve as the foundation of academic and 

management processes. All actions taken by the University governance, the faculty, students and our 
partners must correspond to these values. Our main values are:

• Respect and integrity as part of our “genetic code” with zero tolerance to any instances 
of breaching academic integrity and procedures;

• Transparency and commitment of the faculty, staff, and students to achieving the 
University’s strategic objectives;

• Responsibility for the quality of education and research before the society and the nation;
• Creativity and professionalism in our actions, decisions, and procedures.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

PRIORITY I. QUALITY EDUCATION FOR POSITIVE CHANGE IN SOCIETY AND THE 
ECONOMY.

I.1. B achelor's p rogram s  should aim to prepare a competent, versatile and competitive 
specialist capable of applying his/her knowledge and skills in specific professional activities as well 
as beyond, using interdisciplinary competences and "soft skills".
The "core" competencies of a University graduate should include digital skills, language skills, 
including English, critical systems thinking and crisis management skills.

I.2. Postgraduate program s (M aster's a n d  D octora l program s) should aim to train specialists capable 
of synthesising practical experience and acquired knowledge.

Master programs should focus on the development of managerial competencies, such as 
leadership, strategic thinking, teamwork skills to achieve common goals.

Doctoral programs should aim at developing a cadre of researchers capable of generating new 
knowledge and thereby contributing to society and the economy.
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MBA and DBA programs should concentrate on developing managerial skills, whereby managers are 
promoted in their careers while they are still studying and not just after they graduate. Advanced skills 
must be a key factor in the success of graduates of business programs. To this end, business education 
should target learners with management or business experience.

In order to institutionalise the educational environment of postgraduate programs, a Graduate 
School is planned for the future.

PRIORITY II. RECOGNIZED SCIENTIFIC REPUTATION
The University prioritizes applied research and the publication of the results of this research 

in international journals. Transition to an international faculty classification and grading system is 
underway.

PRIORITY III. CREATING AN EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE MODEL FOR HEIS
Achieving academic excellence and a high academic reputation is only possible with an open, 

responsible and effective governance capable of establishing a system to support research, innovation 
and initiatives by faculty and students.

The established collegial academic bodies (Academic Council, Schools QA Committees, other 
Committees) should be supported by the near-academic and non-academic units of the University.

The service-based governance model will prioritise the activities of the units of the University 
to the needs of students, lecturers and researchers. This means that all staff and units of the University 
will strive to work as efficiently as possible to support the academic process and research.

PRIORITY IV. INTERNATIONALIZATION
Incorporating "global competence" components which are in demand on the international labor 

market (curriculum internationalization) into the University's educational programs.
The University aims at introducing double degree programs, as well as dual degree programs 

with recognized international universities.
The internationalisation of the University's educational environment (campus 

internationalisation) by creating the conditions for students to study freely, regardless of citizenship, 
country of origin, race or ethnicity, is a priority.

In order to stimulate the growth in the number of international students, a scholarship support 
program should be introduced, in particular for students coming from Central Asian countries.

GOVERNANCE

The creation of an effective governance model is the third strategic goal in the Narxoz 
Unviersity’s development in the coming years.

The University has the system, resources, policies and procedures necessary to effectively 
manage the administration, assessment and internal quality assurance of the University.

The top management of Narxoz University (President, Vice President, Provost, Vice Provosts, 
Financial Director) is distinguished by a high level of competence, which allows the University to 
quickly respond to the changing needs of the labor market and environmental challenges (new 
educational standards, pandemics, emergencies and quarantine regulations, economic crises, etc.).

School Directors, Educational Programs Heads, and academic administrators have degrees 
from leading universities and experience in administration, teaching and research.

Heads of administrative divisions have academic degrees and practical experience in 
educational management.
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University Governance
Narxoz University is a non-commercial joint stock company acting on the basis of the Narxoz 

University NJSC Charter, which was approved by the decision of the Sole Shareholder on April 26, 
2021.

The University’s organization structure is based on the Charter and envisions clear division of 
responsibilities between the University’s academic and administrative departments (see the 
organization chart on p. 15).

The sole shareholder is the University Founder.
Governing body is the B o a rd  o f  D irectors Совет. The Board is responsible for making key 

decisions relevant to the Narxoz University’s strategic development, the use of modern international 
learning technologies and the facilitation of research and international academic cooperation.

The exclusive competence of the Board of Directors includes determining the priority areas of 
the University's activities and development strategy, approving the development plan, development 
strategy, as well as reports on their implementation, etc.

The executive body is the M anagem ent Board. The Management Board is elected by the Board 
of Directors. Chairperson of the Board is the President of the University. The Board ensures the 
implementation of current and long-term plans; develops plans for the implementation of the 
University’s long-term development strategy (strategic plans and development plans); represents the 
University’s interests on all issues of its activities in all government bodies and other organizations, 
including foreign ones, etc.

Narxoz University Administration
The head of the University is the P resident-C hairperson  of the Management Board, who 

oversees the development and implementation of strategic and development plans, coordinates the 
activities of the endowment fund, non-academic divisions and searches for potential investors, etc.

The President has an A cadem ic Q uality Advisor. Under the direct supervision of the President 
are the International Development and Partnerships Office, the Center of Career Development and 
Alumni Relations, the Marketing and Admission Department, the Security Department, the Office of 
Records Management and Archives, the Endowment Fund, the Military Mobilization Sector and the 
Civil Defense Headquarters, the project manager and the head of the University main building 
reconstruction project.

Vice P rovost fo r  Adm inistrative A ffa irs  leads the administrative quality assurance team: ensures 
the stable operation of logistics and information support systems; solves issues of an economic and 
operational nature. Under the direct supervision of the Vice President are the Department of 
Information Technology, the Administrative Department, the Department of Legal Affairs and Human 
Resources, the Procurement Department and the Trade Union Committee.

F inancia l D irector  is responsible for determining the University’s financial policy, financial 
planning and reporting, developing and implementing measures to ensure financial stability and 
mitigating risks, and manages the financial flows of the University. The budgeting and control 
departments work under the direct supervision of the Financial Director. The chief accountant 
oversees the department of accounting and taxation.

P rovost is the chief academic officer authorized to manage the academic and research activities 
of the University. The Provost controls the implementation of the University’s academic and research 
documents (policies); carries out general management of the School activities, dissertation councils, 
research departments and the accreditation department.

Vice P rovost fo r  A cadem ic A ffa irs  oversees areas related to academic leadership, curriculum 
and faculty management, as well as academic budgeting and management. Under the leadership of 
the Vice Provost for Academic Affairs, there are the Department of Educational and Methodological 
Support, the Registrar's Office, the Advising Office, the Distance Learning Center, the Dean's Office
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for Students Relation, and the Reserve Officer Training Department report to the Vice Provost for 
Academic Affairs.

Vice P rovost fo r  Research  oversees areas related to research and project activities, participation 
in international projects and the projects receiving funding from the Ministry of Education and Science 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, methodological assistance to the faculty in publication activities. The 
Research Department, the Research Library and the Department of Doctoral Studies report to the Vice 
Provost for Research.

Narxoz University Financial Strategy
The financial strategy of NJSC "Narxoz University" is formed on the basis of the basic strategy 

of the university and is aimed at ensuring its financial stability.
The Financial Director is responsible for developing and maintaining the financial strategy.
Financial planning at the university is carried out both in the long term, ensuring the 

achievement of strategic goals, and in the short term, planning for current activities. The operational 
level of planning is the budget for the financial year broken down by departments, with the allocation 
of planned tasks to ensure all areas of the University's activities.

The Board of Directors approves the University’s financial strategy along with the approval of 
the basic strategy whenever it is updated. The Board of Directors approves the University budget on 
an annual basis.

Each structural unit of the University has its own budget and is responsible for its 
implementation. The budgets of the structural units of the University are the basis for the consolidated 
budget of the University.

Narxoz University is a part of the Verny Capital Group (https://vernycapital.com/ru), 
respectively, the University applies the audit standards of the Verny Capital Group of Companies.

The University’s main sources of revenue are the tuition fees for educational activities on a 
contractual basis, tuition fees from the students who are funded by the government at the expense of 
the state budget as part of the state order, income from the University’s research activities and the 
income from the fees associated with the provision of student accommodation in student housing. The 
University classifies these types of revenue as the revenue from the main activity.

In order to strengthen the financial position, the University is actively working on diversifying 
the sources of funding and increasing the attraction of additional financial resources for the needs of 
educational activities.

The University's expenditure budget is dominated by the remuneration of the University's staff. 
Much attention is paid to the training and professional development of pedagogical and administrative 
staff.

An important item in the expenditure budget is the position "expenses of the educational 
process". The main share is taken by: expenses for academic mobility of students, internships, study 
abroad modules and research internships for master's and doctoral students.

Expenditure on external quality assessment of educational services (institutional and 
specialised accreditation in national and foreign agencies) and participation in national and 
international ranking and international partnership development is also planned as part of the 
expenditure.

In order to create the conditions for improving the quality of education, significant funds are 
envisaged annually for the acquisition, creation, improvement and expansion of the University's 
assets.

According to the requirements of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Joint Stock 
Companies", an independent audit company annually conducts an external audit of the University’s 
financial and economic activities, which provides an objective and reliable reflection of its financial 
situation. Since 2012 Narxoz University, as an institution of public interest, annually posts financial
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statements to the Financial Reporting Depository - https://www.dfo.kz/, which allows a wide range of 
users to access financial and other information regarding the University.
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Organizational Structure



Internal Quality Assurance System Documentation
Narxoz University guarantees the privacy of the students’ and employees’ personal data in 

accordance with the "Rules for maintaining and storing student’s personal files corresponding to their 
study level".

University employees carry out business correspondence, transfer documents, hold meetings 
and conferences through the Microsoft Teams corporate platform, in accordance with the "Narxoz 
University Rules for the Security of User Passwords", "Narxoz University Rules of Access to Server 
Rooms", "Narxoz University Regulations for IT Infrastructure Data Backups".

Internal documents and acts are posted on the electronic resource http://portal.narxoz.kz/. The 
University uses the Banner automated information system, which is divided into Banner Student, 
Banner Faculty, and Banner Research for entering and recording information on teaching and research 
activities by the University faculty and staff.

The University's education system (https://canvas.narxoz.kz) is based on Canvas. Canvas is a 
course management system that supports online learning and teaching. The main purpose of creating 
the educational system was to ensure that learners have access to online course resources and to 
support information and educational activities at all levels and forms of learning.

The complex process of storing and regulating the document management system is carried out 
by the University’s Department of Document Management and Archives of the University.

Students, faculty, researchers, and administrative staff of the University are involved in the 
processes of collecting and analyzing information, as well as making decisions based on this 
information.

Privacy Policy
The university has developed and adheres to the "Narxoz University Privacy 

Policv"(https://pav.narxoz.kz/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/politika-konfidenczialnosti.pdf). which 
regulates any type of personal data processing and personal information (any personally identifiable 
information and any other information related to it) about individuals who are consumers of the 
University's services. The policy applies to the processing of personal data collected by any means, 
both actively and passively, both via the Internet and without using it, from persons located anywhere 
in the world.

Collection o f  p erso n a l data. The processing of the users’ personal data is carried out only with 
the consent of the subj ect of personal data to the processing of their personal data. Personal data means 
any information related directly or indirectly to (the subject of personal data and which can be used 
to identify a specific person or contact them.

Storage a n d  use o f  p erso n a l data. The users’ personal data are stored exclusively on electronic 
media and processed using automated systems, except for cases when manual processing of personal 
data is necessary in connection with the fulfillment of legal requirements.

Transfer o f  p erso n a l data. The users’ personal data is not transferred to any third parties, 
except for the cases expressly provided by the Privacy Policy.

D estruction o f  p erso n a l data. The users’ personal data are destroyed when the subject thereof 
revokes their consent to the processing of their personal data.

P rotection o f  p erso n a l inform ation. The University takes precautions - including legal, 
organizational, administrative, technical and physical - to ensure the protection of personal data in 
accordance with the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated May 21, 2013 N 94-V. "On personal 
data and their protection."

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IN THE 
ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH AREA
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Academic Policy
The main document on the organization of the educational process is the Narxoz University 

Academic Policy.
Academic policy defines:
• admission policy, rules on transfer, restoration, expulsion of students as well as granting 

academic leave;
• formation of the curriculum and content of the study programs, principles, methods and 

procedures for the development of modular study programs;
• registration of the students’ history of educational achievements (Office of the Registrar), 

academic consulting and the activities of the Advising Office; the formation of the students’ study 
tracks;

• organization of the academic process;
• integration of the educational process with educational LMS platforms and the use of a distance 

learning format;
• forms of certification and exams, incl. the appeal procedures;
• organization of the students’ professional internships and final certification;
• academic procedures for graduate and doctoral (PhD) programs;
• organization of academic mobility;
• the procedure for the development and implementation of double-degree study programs and 

joint study programs.

Republican Educational and Methodological Council
Narxoz University serves as the headquarters of the Republican Educational and 

Methodological Council (REMC) for the direction 041 "Business and Management" (Finance, 
banking and insurance; Economics; Assessment; Labor skills; Marketing and advertising). The 
Council approves textbooks and manuals for all universities in Kazakhstan in this domain; maintains 
contacts with the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan on behalf of all 
the universities in the majors mentioned above; coordinates and holds regular meetings with 
employers regarding the quality of the study programs, etc. The President of Narxoz University 
supervises REMC activities.

Dissertation Councils
The University’s Dissertation Council is a collegial body that organizes doctoral students' 

dissertations defense and applies to the authorized body - the Committee for Quality Assurance in 
Education and Science of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 
the award of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in a specific field.

The Dissertation Council is created for three calendar years and is responsible for the quality, 
objectivity and validity of decisions made on the defense of dissertations.

At each dissertation council, a commission is created from among the members of the 
dissertation council to check the dissertation for the use of material by the doctoral student without 
reference to the author and source of borrowing (plagiarism). The term of the Dissertation Council 
Commission is one calendar year.

The composition of the dissertation council and information about its activities are posted on 
the University’s official Internet resource.

Academic Council
Academic Council is a collegial governing body for academic and research activities and is 

headed by the Provost.
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There is a continuity in the work of the Academic and Research Councils, which were 
reorganized into the Academic Council in June 2021.

The Academic Council includes various committees:
• International Affairs Committee
• Technology and Innovation Committee
• Library Committee
• Research Committee
• Research Ethics Committee
• Recruitment and Career Promotion Committee
• Student Material Support Committee
• Educational and Methodological Committee
• University Quality Assurance Committee
• Diversity, Equality and Inclusion Committee

The competence of the Council includes the following issues:
• definition of the concept of the University’s academic development and the development of 

recommendations in relation to the University’s Concept of strategic development (Strategy);
• providing recommendations and proposals on changes in the structure, reorganization or 

liquidation of the University’s academic and research units, educational and research centers;
• making proposals for changes and additions to the University’s Charter;
• making decisions on all fundamental issues of the University’s organization of educational and 

research activities;
• approval of topics and research advisers-consultants for undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral 

students in their dissertation research;
• consideration and recommendation for publication of textbooks, teaching aids, educational and 

methodological developments, research monographs and other publications;
• consideration of applicants’ cases for academic degrees and their submission for approval in 

accordance with the procedure established by the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the 
University’s internal documents;

• discussion of issues regarding the creation of a research support system for faculty, young 
researchers and students, the development of international contacts in research field;

• consideration of reports by the Vice-Provost for Academic Affairs and the Vice-Provost for 
Research and other officials on the directions, forms and methods of conducting educational, research, 
financial, economic, informational, international and other activities, etc.

The members of the Council are the President, the Provost, Vice-Provosts, School Directors, 
and other structural divisions of the University, faculty and student representatives, University 
employees. Heads of research organizations, researchers, representatives of government bodies may 
be elected to the council.

University Quality Assurance Committee under Academic Council
The University QA Committee is part of the Academic Council. The main functions of the 

Committee are:
• improvement of the regulatory framework governing the University’s academic activities in 

terms of ensuring the quality of education in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan in the field of higher and postgraduate education;
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• planning and ensuring the functioning of the organizational structure of the intra-university 
system for ensuring the quality of education;

• coordination, monitoring and analysis of tasks and activities for the management and quality 
assurance of educational services;

• generalization and dissemination of international experience in organizing and improving 
educational and methodological and scientific and methodological work;

• consideration of the Schools reports on a regular basis;
• consideration of the results of external monitoring of the University’s educational services 

quality by national and foreign agencies and positioning in national and international ratings;
• development of recommendations and proposals for the University leadership on issues 

within the competence of the Committee.

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY

• Schools;
• Department of Doctoral Studies;
• Distance Learning Center;
• Educational and Methodological Support Department;
• Registrar's Office;
• Adviser's Office;
• Dean of Students Office;
• Military Department (additional type of training).

STUDY PROGRAMS

The university offers study programs at the three levels of education: undergraduate, graduate, 
and doctoral:

Undergraduate programs are presented in the framework of the following areas of training: 
Business and Management; Law; Social sciences; Environment; Mathematics and Statistics; 
Information and communication technologies; Service sector.

Graduate programs are implemented in the areas of Business and Management; Law; Social 
sciences; Environment; Information and communication technologies; Service sector, and the doctoral 
programs are in the framework of the direction of Business and Management.

Education at Narxoz University for undergraduate and graduate programs (research and 
pedagogical, profile and the MBA) is implemented by the following Schools:

• School of Art and Social Sciences;
• School of Economics and Management;
• School of Digital Technologies;
• School of Law and Public Policy;
• School of Business.

The main structural academic divisions are the School (equivalent to a faculty) and the 
Educational Program (equivalent to a chair).

The School D irector  carries out the general management of the School, coordinates the 
assessment and development of academic programs, organizes the preparation and, if  necessary, 
revision of the School’s academic programs / courses, etc.
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The E ducational Program  H ea d  provides support to individual developers and project groups 
for the development of new educational courses, coordinates the revision and amendments to existing 
courses and recommendations for closing courses; submits proposals for the opening of new courses 
or terminating the teaching of existing courses inter alia for the consideration by the School Council.

Adm inistrative s ta f f  o f  academ ic divisions -  School D eputy  D irectors  - combine teaching and 
administrative work to support the functioning of the study program. The School structure provides 
for the position of the Deputy Director for Academic Affairs.

School of Economics and Management
The School of Economics and Management is the Narxoz University’s leading school. The 

school offers undergraduate and graduate study programs. Structurally the School of Economics and 
Management is composed of 6 Educational Programs: «Finance», «Accounting and Audit», 
«Management», «Marketing», «HR and business planning», «Economics».

There are also the Silk Road Case Center Research Center and the Gender Economics project.

School of Digital Technologies
The School of Digital Technologies was established on February 8, 2021. The school includes 

the «Digital Engineering and Data Analysis» Educational Programs.

School of Law and Public Policy
Under the aegis of the School of Law and Public Policy operate the following two Educational 

Programs: the «Law», the «International Relations and Governance»; structurally the Eurasian Center 
for Economic and Legal Research is also part of the School.

School of Business
The School offers study programs at all levels of business education: MIM-mini-MBA, Mini 

MBA, MSc (Master of Science), MB (Master in Business with specializations: Business Analytics, 
Oil & Gas, Healthcare, Family Business, Product Management, Applied Finance, etc.) MBA, 
Executive MBA и DBA. The programs are created with the support and direct participation of both 
domestic and foreign professors and business partners.

Graduate and doctoral programs are focused on a hybrid training format, which opens up 
additional opportunities for the School for joint double-degree programs with leading foreign business 
schools (including the CIS countries), organizing field modules, internships and integration into 
production processes and the business environment, which makes programs and the educational 
process more mobile, practice-oriented and adaptable to the needs of the public sector and the business 
market.

School of Art and Social Sciences
The mission of the IHSS is to prepare first-year students for the major disciplines of other 

institutions of higher learning, including training in academic writing and research methods.
The following structural subdivisions function as part of the GSH:
- EP «Social Sciences»;
- EP «Tourism»;
- Center for Interdisciplinary Education, which is a university-wide division and includes a 

«Humanities» section of the cycle of general disciplines (courses «Modern History of Kazakhstan», 
the module of social and political knowledge, «History and Philosophy of Science» for masters, 
Linguistic Center and the Center for «Physical Education and Sports»;
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- Research Institute for Sustainable Development Kazakhstan.

Military Department
The military department at Narxoz University trains reserve officers in military registration 

specialties on the basis of higher professional education in order to form a military training reserve of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan. The department offers training in following areas: organization of food 
supply; organization of clothing supply; provision of fuel, including rocket fuel and lubricants; 
financial security; organization of legal affairs; organization of construction and operation of buildings 
and structures for special and general military purposes; organization of combined arms logistic 
support; organization of military communications and military transport by rail, water and air.

DOCTORAL (PhD) PROGRAMS

Education for doctoral study programs is offered by the Department of Doctoral Studies. The 
Department is administered by the Vice-Provost for Research.

The Department is a structural subdivision of the University, providing training of research and 
pedagogical staff for obtaining the highest research qualification - the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
(PhD).

The Department of Doctoral Studies offers the following study programs:
• 8D04101 - Public administration
• 8D04103 - Marketing
• 8D04104 - Management
• 8D04105 - Accounting, audit and taxation
• 8D04106 - Finance
• 8D04107 - Economics

The main functions of the department include:
• planning, organization and monitoring of the educational and research process;
• organization of the development of educational and methodological documentation (curricula, 

study programs passports, academic calendar, schedule of training sessions and examination 
sessions);

• organization and monitoring of teaching and research practice, as well as research training for 
doctoral students;

• auditing and evaluating doctoral study programs for achieving learning outcomes and 
mastering the necessary competencies;

• updating and transforming doctoral programs in accordance with best world practices in the 
training of research staff, taking into account the requirements of Kazakhstani legislation;

• assessment of faculty and research consultants for the implementation of a doctoral student’s 
individual research and study plan and preparation of a doctoral dissertation;

• organization of the doctoral students’ final certification.

Research Department
The purpose of the Research Department is to organize, support and coordinate the University’s 

research activities.
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Tasks of the Research Department include:
• Coordination and monitoring of externally funded fundamental and applied research on state 

scientific and technical projects and programs and international research projects;
• Monitoring the research activities of the University’s Schools, Educational Programs / 

Educational Centers;
• Analysis of the results of research activities based on data entered into the Banner Research 

AIS and the University’s research in research databases;
• Development of the University’s research activities, relevant regulations and other internal 

documents,
• Organization of regular research conferences, seminars and trainings with the University’s 

researchers’, faculty, graduate and doctoral students’ as well as visiting researchers’ participation.
• Advising the faculty on research activities, including the search for funding sources (donors) 

for research projects;
• Coordinating the activities related to the Central Asian Economic Review (included in the list 

of MES RK Committee for Control in the Sphere of Education and Science) and the Narxoz Law & 
Public Policy research journals - ensuring the process of blind article review, website maintenance, 
quality improvement and promotion of the magazine;

• Development of student research at the University through interaction with School student 
research societies (SRS).

Educational and Methodological Support Department
Main tasks of the department:
• planning, organizing, coordinating, administering and rendering methodological support to 

the University’s academic process, conducting selective monitoring of the methodological support of 
the academic process;

• coordination of the activities of the University’s structural divisions for the implementation, 
development and improvement of the University’s academic process;

• provision of a risk management system in the academic process arising from non-compliance 
with the law; regulations of the regulator (MES RK), controlling state bodies and organizations; 
internal documents of the University.

In general, the Department carries out activities within the framework of separate large 
interconnected blocks:

• documentation support of the academic process;
• methodological support of the University’s study programs;
• operations with the University’s AIS and the National Register of Study Programs;
• administration of the faculty teaching load;
• organizing the activities of the University’s Academic and Methodological Council.

Distance Learning Center
The University Distance Learning Center (hereinafter referred to as DLC) was established per 

the 2008 decision of the University Governance and is under the jurisdiction of the Vice-Provost for 
Academic Affairs.

The purpose of the DLC is to organize and support the University’s educational process using 
distance learning technologies and rendering academic support to the University LMS system 
https://canvas.narxoz.kz/.

The DLC is engaged in the general management of the organization and implementation of the 
distance learning technologies in the educational process; the Center coordinates the activities of the
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University departments that use distance learning technologies in their educational process, 
participates in the development of regulatory, technical, and methodological documentation related to 
the use of distance learning technologies in the educational process, provides consulting and technical 
support for the faculty, staff, and students, organizes seminars and trainings on distance learning for 
the faculty.

These requirements are laid out in the Regulations on the Use of Educational and Information 
Technologies in the Learning Process (approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated 
08.25.2020, Minutes No.1 https://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fd2116447fc6.pdf). The 
document defines the University’s academic policy in terms of organizing the educational process 
using educational and information technologies.

The University’s LMS system canvas.narxoz.kz hosts a package of educational materials on 
courses taught using information educational technologies:

• Course syllabi;
• Course author (a video or an instructor's CV);
• Lecture materials;
• Reading materials (articles, lecture notes, chapters from textbooks with page indication, links 

to Internet sources, etc.);
• Presentations or lecture notes;
• Videos (borrowed with a link to the author and / or the instructor’s own video materials);
• Seminar questions / assignments;
• Exam questions / assignments.

Dean’s Office for Student Relations
Main objectives:
• Student support and information desk;
• Support for student research, student-led applied research and projects;
• Support for and facilitation of student clubs and initiatives; support for the development of 

student projects;
• Student leisure and entertainment: organizing meeting with writers, researchers and artists; 

holding intellectual games and contests, other cultural and entertainment events;
• Development of the Healthy Lifestyle action plan;
• Promotion of volunteering and social projects.

COLLEGIATE BODIES

Employers Council

The purpose of the Council's activities is to facilitate the fostering of a high-quality educational 
environment, developing the University and establishing it as a center for training highly qualified 
specialists capable of solving issues of both a fundamental and applied nature at the level of modern 
labor market requirements.

The Council is engaged in the following activities:

• development of the study program concepts and assessment of graduates' compliance with the 
labor market requirements;

• development of the vocational training system, fostering of professional competencies in the 
University graduates, taking into account the employers’ recommendations;
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• development and examination of study programs;
• curricula and study program analysis as well as providing proposals for their improvement in 

accordance with consumers’ actual expectations;
• participates in the educational process, conducting educational and industrial practices, in 

developing a strategy to ensure the quality of training for the University graduates and self
examination to assess the performance;

• participates in the labor market research in order to determine the demand for the University 
graduates;

• supports promising programs and projects that contribute to improving the quality of training 
for the University graduates;

• assists in the employment of University graduates;
• assists in professional development for the faculty and staff;
• provides social support to talented students and faculty members, promotes their professional 

training;
• promotes participation in the expansion of practice bases, the implementation of joint research 

programs, and international projects;
• contributes to the strengthening of the University’s position (popularizes the University in the 

media, social media, etc.).

The Council advises university departments on their interaction with labor market participants.

SCHOOL COLLEGIATE BODIES

Each School and academic department is responsible for a continuous quality improvement 
process that includes a cyclical review of study programs.

A number of committees function in the School structure: The School Council, the Council of 
Mentors, the School Quality Assurance Committee, the Ethics Committee and the Business Council.

School Council
The School Council discusses the issues of organizing the School’s educational, 

methodological, research, PR activities; makes decisions on improving the quality and efficiency of 
undergraduate and graduate student training; discusses the issues related to the activities of the School 
research centers; recommends the topics of master's theses for approval; hears the annual reports by 
the School Director; makes proposals to the University Academic Council on the development and 
improvement of the School’s educational, research and educational-methodical activities, the School’s 
material and technical base; considers the issues of the School’s material support, facilitating the 
employees’ and students’ work, as well as assigning personal scholarships to undergraduate and 
graduate students.

School Business Council
Currently is active the School of Economics and Management Business Council. The mission 

of the Business Council is to contribute to fostering in students relevant knowledge and skills that are 
in demand on the labor market (https://narxoz.edu.kz/sem/business-council) .

The main objectives of the Business Council are to assist in the implementation of the School 
strategy, in the employment of graduates, the analysis of the study programs and the preparation of 
recommendations.

The Council performs an advisory function for the School Director and the members of the 
council and is an important University advisory body. Members of the council are alumni, 
representatives of the business community and non-governmental organizations.
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Currently, similar councils are being established in other Schools.

Ethics Committee
The task of the School Ethics Committee is:
• in resolving and preventing conflict situations arising among the School’s employees, between 

the School’s employees and undergraduate / graduate students, and among the School’s undergraduate 
/ graduate students;

• in ensuring that the School’s employees (undergraduate / graduate students) comply with the 
behavioral requirements established in the Code of Ethical Conduct, Regulations on Employees’ 
Conflict of Interests, Internal Labor Regulations, and the University Charter.
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Standard 1.1 Policy for Quality Assurance, ESG 2015:
Institutions should have a policy for quality assurance that is made public andforms part o f their 
strategic management. Internal stakeholders should develop and implement this policy through 
appropriate structures and processes, while involving external stakeholders.

QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM

Education Quality Assurance System and Structure
The quality assurance system covers both academic and non-academic areas of the University. 

By the term “quality”, Narxoz University understands a dynamic and continuous process that can be 
characterized as continuous improvement of quality.

Narxoz University has established a framework for effective quality assurance that is compatible 
with quality assurance mechanisms at both the institutional and program levels. The organizational 
structure of the University has the University QA Committee under Academic Council, the Schools 
QA Committees. The President has an Academic Quality Advisor.

Such a framework is implemented in every School, Department, Сenter. The results of this 
continuous quality assurance process are reflected in Self-Assessment Reports during the period of 
accreditation in national and foreign agencies.

The University community (students, faculty and administrative staff) and external stakeholders 
(alumni, applicants, employers, corporate partners, the government) are regularly informed about the 
University’s operational efficiency and effectiveness.

Figure 1. Elements of the Internal Quality Assurance System

The Objectives of the Narxoz University Quality Assurance System
Quality assurance is defined as the set of all actions and methods aimed at the systematic and 

purposeful development and documentation of the University's activities in the areas of learning, 
teaching, and research.
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The Narxoz University quality assurance system is designed to support and implement the 
University Development Strategy; improve the quality of teaching, learning, and research in 
accordance with international standards (ESG, 2015); increase the satisfaction of key stakeholders 
(students, faculty, researchers, non-academic staff, potential employers, corporate partners) and meet 
their expectations as closely as possible.

Values and principles of quality assurance:
• Ensuring equality of opportunity for students;
• Support for academic integrity and freedom, zero tolerance to any form of discrimination and 

corruption;
• Making management decisions based on a comprehensive analysis of data and information;
• Clear definition of responsibility for processes and results;
• Application of external and internal independent control;
• Regular review of quality assurance policies and standards;
• Active involvement of external and internal stakeholders in University activities to ensure and 

improve the quality of education;
• Ensuring transparency and availability of information for stakeholders;
• Creation of conditions for the development and support of a culture of quality.

Within the framework of the quality management system, the priority areas are:
• quality assurance of study and research programs;
• ensuring the quality of the teaching, learning, and research infrastructure;
• quality assurance of partnerships.

Quality Assurance Policies and Procedures
Quality assurance policies and procedures are reviewed regularly to ensure they are up to date 

and meet their purpose.
The grounds for revision are changes in the University’s legal form, Charter, organizational 

structure; revision of strategic documents, etc.
The University's academic quality system is based on the following documents:
• European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education 

Area (ESG, 2015);
• Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan On Education No. 319-III dated July 27, 2007;
• State program for the development of education and science of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

for 2020-2025;
• Narxoz University Strategic Development Concept for 2020-2025;
• Narxoz University Development Program for 2020-2025;
• Narxoz University Quality Assurance Policy;
• Narxoz University Policy of Equal Access to Education for Students with special needs;
• Regulation on University Quality Assurance Committee under Academic Council;
• Regulation on Schools Quality Assurance Committees;
• Regulation for Monitoring the Quality of Teaching, etc.

Equity in Access to Quality Education
Narxoz University operates under the Policy of Equal Access to Education for Students with 

special needs. Students are provided with equal access to educational and research activities. At the 
beginning of each semester, coordinators from the Dean's Office for Student Relations and from the
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Advising Office meet with students from this category and discuss the necessary forms of academic 
support.

Academic support in Schools includes the development of an individual curriculum, extension 
of timelines for midterm (intra-semester control) / final exams, alternative locations for midterm 
(intra-semester control) / final exams, permission to make audio recordings of lectures, provision of 
copies of lecture materials (presentations or summaries) used in classes, reading volunteers for 
students with audiovisual disabilities, providing audio recordings of classes, printed materials in an 
alternative format, materials with large fonts for students with visual impairments, etc.

The University provides infrastructure for barrier-free access to education and accommodation 
for students with special needs and provides ramps in all buildings and dormitories of the University; 
call buttons for students with special needs; tactile ground guiding strip on the territory of the 
University and on major paths of movement; access to the electronic library through the educational 
portal 24 hours a day, etc.

Schools Quality Assurance Committees___________________________________________________
By order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated May 

18, 2020, No. 207, a requirement was introduced to form Quality Assurance Committees on the basis 
of University Schools / Faculties.

The main task of the School QA Committee is to develop, coordinate, monitor and analyze tasks 
and activities in terms of management and quality assurance of educational services.

The Committee consists of faculty, undergraduate, graduate and doctoral students, as well as 
representatives of corporate partners.

The purpose of the Committee is to implement the University's Quality Assurance Policy on the 
School and Department levels.

The activities of a School Quality Assurance Committee include:
• discussion and provision of recommendations on the process of managing study programs and 

courses (development of new and updating existing study programs; termination of study programs);
• organization and conduct of pre- and post-moderation of syllabi, discussion of educational and 

methodological developments and assessment materials; discussion of assessing the students’ 
progress;

• organization of visits to training sessions (mutual visits by instructors); recommendations for 
the development of the Elective Courses Catalogue;

• discussion and recommendations for the development of double-degree programs and joint 
programs with partner universities;

• monitoring the completion of assessment forms (course management form; class attendance 
form); analysis of the Students’ Satisfaction with the Quality of Teaching and Instruction and Faculty 
Satisfaction survey results conducted by the University’s accreditation department;

• involvement of corporate partners in the development and examination of study programs, 
lecturing, and participation in collegial bodies

• defining a policy of clear parameters for the assessment of academic achievements; 
consideration of instances of violation of the academic integrity principles;

• assistance in facilitating faculty and students’ research activities;
• determination of the priorities for faculty’s professional development;
• analysis of the rating positions of the University study programs in the annual ratings by 

Atameken NCE and other national and foreign rating agencies; discussion of Self-Assessment Reports 
as part of the institutional and specialized (re)-accreditation process in national and international 
agencies and the Post-Accreditation Monitoring Report.
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University Quality Assurance Committee under Academic Council__________________________
University QA Committee under Academic Council is tasked with coordinating the activities of 

the Schools QA Committees and the implementation of the University's policy in the field of quality 
assurance. The main functions of the Committee are: improvement of the internal regulatory 
framework governing academic activities in the field of quality; coordination of the process of 
monitoring the quality in educational services; study and implementation of international experience 
on quality issues in the academic activities of the University; consideration of the reports of the 
Schools QA Committees; providing recommendations for improving their performance; analysis and 
discussion of the results of external monitoring of the quality in educational services of the University 
(accreditation, ratings) in order to improve the quality of academic activities.

Accreditation Department
The accreditation department conducts a regular survey of the University students’ satisfaction 

with the quality of teaching and instruction, and a survey of the faculty satisfaction. The Department 
interacts with other structural units to conduct surveys involving alumni and employers, participants 
in academic exchange programs, etc. The Department provides organizational and methodological 
support to Education Program Heads and School Directors in the preparation of the Self-Assessment 
Report during the period of accreditation in national and foreign agencies; in providing data to rating 
agencies, including the Atameken NCE. The University’s position in the ranking of study programs 
and universities in Kazakhstan as well as the availability of certificates issued by recognized 
accreditation agencies are very important for the University’s position in the labor market, for 
attracting applicants, and developing external relations.

Section Documents:_____________________________________________________________________
Academic Policy approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council dated 
October 19, 2021, Minutes No.5 https://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/61a4700003ce6.pdf 
Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area (ESG 
2015) https://enqa.eu/index,php/home/esg/_
Narxoz University Strategic Development Concept for 2020-2025; approved by the Decision of 
the Academic Council, Minutes No. 10 dated May 26, 2020 and by the Decision of the Board of 
Directors, Minutes No. 6, dated June 12, 2020.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fh6E9eTQh5knggRatuzLstd5vueO8V1A/view?usp=sharing_ 
Quality Assurance Policy approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated November 11, 
2021, Minutes No.8 https://en.narxoz.kz/quality-assurance_
Policy of Equal Access to Education for Students with special needs approved by the decision of 
the Academic Council dated November 22, 2021, Minutes No.9 
https://en.narxoz.kz/quality-assurance_
Regulation on University Quality Assurance Committee under Academic Council approved by 
the decision of the Academic Council dated October 19, 2021, Minutes No.5 
https://en.narxoz.kz/quality-assurance_
Regulation on Schools Quality Assurance Committees of the Narxoz University approved by the 
decision of the Academic Council dated November 22, 2021, Minutes No.9 
https://en.narxoz.kz/quality-assurance_
Regulation for Monitoring the Quality of Teaching approved by the decision of the Academic
Council dated January 21, 2022, Minutes No.14
https://en.narxoz.kz/quality-assurance_
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Regulation on the Department of Doctoral Studies approved by the decision of Narxoz University 
Governance dated December 15, 2020, Minutes No.23
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jk46JbSZ88NGi va9T78QVQ6ip6vPeE8/view?usp=sharing 
Regulation on Providing Access to Information Resources for Narxoz University Employees 
approved by the decision No.2 of the Narxoz University Governance dated February 11, 2020
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5e6fa4f918517.pdf______________________________
Regulation on the Use of Educational and Information Technologies in the Educational Process 
approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated August 25, 2020, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fd2116447fc6.pdf______________________________
Regulation on Narxoz University School of Law and Public Administration Ethics Committee 
approved by the decision of the School of Law and Public Administration Council dated 
November 21, 2019
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0ALvr4AlYQ71BUk9PVA____________________________
Rules on Processing and Storing Narxoz University Students’ Personal Files per Education Level 
approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated June 26, 2020, Minutes No. 11
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fcf9b237f7f5.pdf______________________________
Rules of Access to Narxoz University Server Rooms approved by the decision No.2 of the 
Narxoz University Governance dated February 11, 2020
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5e6fa57ecc992.pdf______________________________
Rules on Narxoz University User Password Security approved by the decision No.2 of the Narxoz 
University Governance dated February 11, 2020
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5e6fa404b740b.pdf_____________________________
Order of the Minister of Education and Science No.207 dated May 18, 2020 On Introducing 
Amendments and Additions to the Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan No.595 "On Approval of the Standard Rules for the Activities of 
Educational Organizations of the Relevant Types" dated October 30, 2018 No. 595
https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V2000020651_______________________________________________
Narxoz University Development Program for 2020 -  2025 approved by the decision of the Board 
of Directors dated June 12, 2020, Minutes No.6
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G650 Zv vpYGxD9Tewi8tIgYvzvvW2Vr/view?usp=sharing 
Regulation for Narxoz University IT-Infrastructure Data Backup approved by the decision No.2 
of the Narxoz University Governance dated February 11, 2020
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5e6fa6a8f3234.pdf______________________________
Independent Agency for Accreditation and Rating (IAAR) Standards https://iaar.agency/________
Independent Agency for Quality Assurance in Education (IQAA) Standards https://iqaa.kz/______
Narxoz University Charter approved by the decision No.2 of the Shareholder dated April 26,
2021 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XdhoA4ShIf4Ozqksll-YUToZve0YdiLh/view?usp=sharing 
Regulation on Advising in Narxoz University approved by the decision of the Academic Council 
dated December 22, 2020, Minutes No.5
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5feafce82371b.pdf______________________________
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Standard 1.2 Design and Approval of Programmes, ESG 2015:
Institutions should have processes for the design and approval o f their programmes. The 
programmes should be designed so that they meet the objectives set for them, including the intended 
learning outcomes. The qualification resulting from a programme should be clearly specified and 
communicated, and refer to the correct level o f the national qualifications framework for higher 
education and, consequently, to the Framework for Qualifications o f the European Higher 
Education Area.

QUALITY ASSURANCE OF STUDY PROGRAMS

Design, Analysis, and Assessment of Study Programs
The University has procedures for the design and approval of new study programs. This 

includes:
• availability of resources;
• compliance with the algorithm for the design and regular revision of the study program;
• compliance of the academic degrees obtained by students upon completion of their programs 

to the National Qualifications Framework and the Sectoral Qualifications Framework (NQF and 
SQF);

• relevance and attractiveness of programs and courses for prospective students;
• compatibility with other proposed programs and courses and compliance with the strategic 

goals of both the School and the University as a whole.

Study Program Developing Algorithm
The process of designing and approving the University study programs is regulated by the 

Narxoz University Academic Policy, the Rules for Organizing the Educational Process on Credit 
Technology of Education based on the Regulations for the Development of Study Programs approved 
by the Decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council dated August 27, 2021, minutes No. 1.

The Regulations for the Development of Study Programs determines the form, structure, and 
procedure for the development and approval of study programs at Narxoz University.

The University conducts a preliminary monitoring of the content of similar study programs in 
leading foreign and domestic universities.

Proposals for new study programs are drafted at the Educational Programs level and are 
discussed at a meeting of a School Quality Assurance Committee, taking into account the current 
situation on the educational services market and the employers’ opinions. The list of the newly 
proposed study programs is then discussed and approved at the level of the University collegial bodies 
(Educational and Methodological Committee and Academic Council).

At the next stage of developing the new study program, an analysis of Professional Standards 
and Labor Functions is carried out in accordance with the level of the National Qualifications 
Framework (NQF), developed by the Atameken National Chamber of Entrepreneurs (NCE). Based 
on the results of the study, each study program forms learning outcomes (graduate profile) which 
represent both the Hard Skills and Soft Skills competencies.

The next stage of the study program design is the creation of a course list and a learning 
outcomes attainability matrix based on the courses taught. The designed study program is then 
discussed and approved at the School level (the School QA Committee) and at the University level 
(Academic Council).

According to the current national practice, all study programs of any university are subject to 
additional examination and approval in the National Register of Study Programs. The examination 
consists of the study program examination by a variety of experts from including the faculty of the
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country's higher educational institutions, graduates of the Bolashaq International Scholarship, 
representatives of Atameken NCE, specialists in inclusive education, industry professional 
associations, foreign specialists. The study program is considered approved and is included in the 
National Register only after a positive assessment by experts (75 or more points out of 100 possible)

Graduate Attributes
As part of the study program design process, study program graduate attributes are also 

developed, reflecting a set of professional competencies and learning outcomes, on the basis of which 
a matrix is built for correlating learning outcomes of a study program with attained competencies.

The study program graduate attributes are also designed in accordance with the labor market 
demands, employers’ requests and are based on the National Qualifications Framework, the Sectoral 
Qualifications Frameworks, and professional standards.

Study Program Development Plan
Study program development plans are based on the University's mission and are developed by 

faculty with employers’ involvement on the basis of the Narxoz University Development Strategy, 
taking into account financial, information, human, material, and technical resources.

The study program development plans reflect:
• analytical substantiation of the study program (information about the study program; 

information about the students; internal conditions for the development of the study 
program; information about the faculty);

• main goals and objectives of study program development;
• measures to reduce the impact of risks on the development of the study program;
• a mechanism for implementing the study program development plan;
• expected end results and socio-economic effect of the study program development plan 

implementation;
• study program graduate attributes;
• Student’s Independent Work and Student’s Independent Work with Instructor

Monitoring of the study program development plan implementation is included in the School 
QA Committee action plan. Based on the monitoring results, corrective measures may be developed, 
the nature of which depends on the degree of discrepancy between target and real indicators of the 
quality of the plan implementation.

Study Program Workload
Every undergraduate study program contains a minimum of 240 credits, with the General 

Courses cycle disciplines representing 56 credits; the Basic Courses cycle disciplines and the Core 
Disciplines, including study and/or internship, pre-diploma practice, totaling 172 credits; the final 
attestation represents 12 credits.

The designed course complexity takes into account the ECTS guidelines. Credits, competencies 
and learning outcomes are linked and based on the Dublin Descriptors, taking into account 
qualifications frameworks and Industry Professional Standards.

Graduate study programs in the research and pedagogical direction contain 120 credits, with the 
Basic Disciplines Cycle containing 35 credits; Major Disciplines Cycle containing 49 credits; the 
Graduate Student’s Research amounts to 24 credits; and the final certification contains 12 credits.
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Doctoral (PhD) study programs contain 180 credits, with the Basic and Major Disciplines 
Cycles, including teaching and research practice, represent 45 credits, while the Doctoral Student's 
Research contains 123 credits, and the final certification amounts to 12 credits.

Study Programs Content
A prerequisite for the content of study program is the ability to build a flexible individual student 

curriculum that reflects the student’s study track and contributes to the development of all envisaged 
learning outcomes by each graduate.

Course syllabi should be designed in such a way that each assignment is aimed at achieving a 
certain learning outcome. The instructor demonstrates through which assignments, including an 
Undergraduate Student’s Independent Work and a Graduate Student’s Independent Work, they plan 
for students to develop a particular skill within the framework declared as a learning outcome (LO).

For each course syllabi all the objectives and learning outcomes as well as practical assignments 
and student’s independent work are all closely interrelated and aimed at forming the declared LO. The 
latter is subsequently assessed in the course of interim (ISC) and final (exams) control.

Upon course completion and grading, the instructor fills out the Course Management Form 
(CMF), where they provide a detailed analysis of how course objectives have been achieved and the 
declared learning outcomes have been fostered.

There are various types of activities provided for the development of students’ professional 
competencies in the structure of study programs: educational (lectures, seminars and assignments, 
independent work, laboratory work), internships (educational, industrial, pre-diploma, pedagogical, 
research) as well as undergraduate and graduate students’ research. All these activities are aimed at 
the development of the learning outcomes declared in the study program.

Based on the study program content, the following are developed: Study Program Passport 
containing the courses offered for study; course syllabi and proposed internship locations; final 
certification programs, students’ individual curricula and other documents regulated by the 
University.

Instructor’s Responsibility for the Information in Syllabi
Instructors publish course syllabi in the LMS system, the system is available both on and off 

campus.
The syllabus should explain how attendance and class participation affect a student's course 

grade, specify fixed exam dates and graded assignments, dates for the first and second midterm exams, 
and final exam dates that should be consistent with the academic calendar and final exam schedule. 
provided by the Office of the Registrar.

Study Program Analysis
Study programs are reviewed annually. During the academic year, programs are evaluated in 

four stages: evaluation planning; conducting an assessment; analysis of assessment results; 
implementation of changes.

During the academic year a School QA Committee conducts regular program reviews and 
evaluations with key faculty members, visiting professors, industry representatives, alumni and 
students.

Necessary monitoring procedures:
• analysis of study programs and their educational and methodological components;
• analysis of the compliance of the goals and objectives of programs and courses with the 

assigned tasks;
• expected skills and competencies;
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• assignments and assessment methods;
• analysis of the results dynamics / student assessments;
• making collegial decisions on the implementation or modification of a study programs 

components;
• analysis of the data obtained as a result of student surveys regarding their satisfaction with the 

courses quality for the courses the students are enrolled in for the semester in question.
Significant amendments that are agreed at the program level are sent to a relevant School 

committee. The committee reviews the proposed amendments and either approves them or sends them 
back for revision. If approved, the amended study program is sent to the Academic Council, which 
approves the amendments.

Assessment of the Study Programs
The internal assessment of the study programs is carried out by the School QA Committee, the 

Educational and Methodological Support Department and further approved by the University’s 
Academic Council. An internal assessment analyzes the structure and content of the study program 
for compliance with regulatory documents and professional standards.

Experts from professional and business environment, internship partners, representatives of 
professional associations are involved in the external assessment of the study program. Such an 
assessment reviews the compliance of the study program to professional standards, market 
requirements and the compliance of the program’s learning outcomes to labor functions. The 
conclusions and recommendations of the Atlas of New Professions of the MLSPP RK are also 
considered https://www.enbek.kz/atlas/.

Learning Outcomes per Study Programs
Learning outcomes (LE) represent a set of knowledge, skills and the experience of applying 

such skills in practice, integrated into professional and universal competencies that graduates should 
have at the time of their graduation from the study program.

Students’ learning outcomes are assessed as part of the annual study program analysis. The 
procedure includes data analysis, assessment of course learning outcomes and specific learning 
outcomes for programs annually selected for evaluation. After three years of program analysis, all 
assignments, course learning outcomes and program learning outcomes are analyzed, evaluated and 
revised as needed. Such discussions take place at meeting of an Educational Program and the Schools 
QA Committees. All changes must be reflected in the Study Program Passport, with the program also 
being updated in the National Register of Study Programs.

Professional Internship
Professional internships are focused on facilitating the development of learning outcomes for 

students. Professional internship is a mandatory component of study programs and is conducted in 
accordance with the approved academic calendar and the student's individual curriculum. Each type 
of professional internship has goals, objectives and a program. The content of the internship program 
and the location of professional internship must correspond to the student’s professional profile.

Professional internship is aimed at consolidating the theoretical knowledge gained by the 
student in the learning process, acquiring practical skills and competence, as well as gaining practical 
experience. Professors, associate professors, experienced instructors who are well aware of 
professional specificities and the activities of the internship locations are appointed as internship 
supervisors.

The Educational Program where the student studies are responsible for the general educational 
and methodological internship guidance of the internship.
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Internship locations are determined based on the study program’s professional specificities. The 
relationship between the University and the enterprises -  internship locations are governed by 
agreements. The internship locations are companies, organizations, enterprises and banks which are 
the University’ corporate partners, as well as companies managed by the University graduates.

Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations staff, Heads of the Educational Programs 
are responsible for organizing and conducting the internship.

Upon completion of the internship, internship supervisors evaluate the results of the internship 
and submit the reporting documentation to the University. The internship report also contains 
information useful for updating the topics for diploma theses and projects.

Course Quality
As courses are constituent elements of a study program, a continuous monitoring of their quality 

is crucial. Such monitoring is a part of the annual program review that spans the academic year.
Each semester, program managers, the Program and Curriculum Development Committees and 

the Schools QA Committees carry out the following activities: syllabi pre- and post-moderation, 
course sequence and assessment systems analysis.

Key stakeholders are consulted: students, external examiners and employers, professional, 
legislative, and regulatory bodies as well as industry and professional partners.

Course Management Form
The faculty assessment system consists of several stages.

At the end of each semester, faculty members complete a Course Management Form. This form is 
considered at EPs meetings and Schools QA Committees meetings.

As part of the instructor evaluation the students’ and the instructor’s colleagues’ opinions are 
taken into account. The colleagues’ opinion is formed during mutual course visits and is reflected in 
filling out a special form.

Narxoz University maintains a policy that instructors must complete a Course Management 
Form or at the end of each semester for each course they taught.

Discipline quality management at the Educational Program level should ensure that the 
curriculum provided to students has accurate and adequate information; Learning process and 
assessment methods enable the students to demonstrate achievement of learning outcomes in 
accordance with required academic standards; student assessment is transparent, fair and reasonable.

The EPs must ensure that standards are maintained in the following areas:
• programs and curricula design;
• course syllabi design;
• assessment of students' progress;
• faculty (teaching and research);
• teaching and learning methods;
• learning resources;
• student support services;
• educational and methodological complexes;
• information available to the general public.

For a number of courses offered by the School of Liberal Arts, specifically the Language Center 
and the Center for Physical Education and Sports, due to the specifics of teaching, the Course 
Management Form is replaced by the Lesson Assessment Form (except for the departments of 
Tourism and Social Sciences).
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At the end of the academic year, the Schools QA Committees provide the University 
management access to the completed Quality of Instruction Assessment Forms on the cloud.

Syllabi Moderation
In accordance with the Regulation on the Faculty Grading, the academic aspect of the 

assessment of the instructor's performance includes the assessment of the teaching materials 
preparation. The performance indicator is the quality of the syllabus and other teaching materials (the 
conclusion is provided by a Schools QA Committees). Another requirement is the effective use of the 
Learning Management System (LMS) and the quality of the course content on the Canvas LMS 
platform.

To assess the fulfillment of these requirements, Schools QA Committees have developed and 
are using the Course Syllabi Premoderation Checklist and the Checklist for Assessing the Course 
Content Quality on the Canvas Narxoz LMS Platform.

Evaluation form for the study lesson
As part of the quality monitoring process faculty members and the members of the Schools 

QA Committees Working Group visit classes.
The Monitoring Working Group on Teaching and Instruction attends other faculty members’ 

classes according to an approved schedule and fills out a Lesson Assessment Form based on the results 
of the visit (on paper and in the Google Forms sheet); participates in the moderation of educational, 
methodological and assessment materials under the guidance of School Directors and EP Heads. The 
EP Head informs the faculty about the monitoring results.

Study Program Evaluation
The University encourages faculty / staff to use a variety of student feedback mechanisms in 

order to foster ongoing dialogue between students. The University regularly conducts a Faculty 
Teaching Evaluation Survey.

Quality of Teaching and Instruction
The University has developed a Regulation on Monitoring the Quality of Teaching and 

Instruction.
Throughout the academic year, the RECs hold methodological seminars on an ongoing basis, in 

which they discuss the applied innovative methods and educational technologies, active and 
interactive methods and forms of teaching. Leading faculty members are encouraged to speak at 
methodological seminars to share their experience in using a particular method.

Monitoring the effectiveness and efficiency of applying innovative approaches in teaching and 
the use of active teaching methods is carried out through discussion at department meetings, the 
Schools QA Committees and the University QA Committee under Academic Council, based on the 
results of the analysis of student progress, and at meetings of the Academic Council.

Another source of feedback on the quality of teaching and instruction is students' appeals to the 
Schools QA Committees. The Committees review each application and conduct inspections and then 
make a substantiated decision.

Compliance of Study Programs with Societal Needs
The University’s study programs are focused on meeting the expected labor market demands 

and preparing students for employment.
The content and structures of study programs are regularly reviewed taking into account changes 

in the labor market, employers' requirements and the societal expectations.
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The University prepares its students to actively use acquired skills in the fields of their 
professional activity and for their further development, and for flexible adaptation of competencies to 
dynamically developing conditions and the needs of the environment.

The Department for Career Development and Alumni Relations conducts regular research on 
the employment of the University’s graduates and maintains an ongoing dialogue with employers.

The University takes into account employers’ requirements and suggestions for designing 
graduate attributes, developing professional competencies and envisaged learning outcomes, 
assessing the course / study program quality.

Provision of Information Resources for Study Programs
The provision of courses with educational and methodological literature and information 

resources is annually considered at EP meetings and further at School QA Committee meetings and 
the meetings of the Academic Council Committees (the Committee on Technology and Innovation, 
the Library Committee, etc.). The University operates the Commission for the Examination of 
Published Textbooks, Teaching Aids and the Acquisition of Printed and Electronic Resources for the 
Scientific Library Fund in order to monitor the provision of courses with educational and 
methodological literature. The Commission coordinates the financing of the publication of textbooks 
and teaching aids at the expense of funds allocated by the University, it further regulates the priority 
of publication of textbooks of the compulsory component and textbooks in the state language.

Section Documents:______________________________________________________________________
Narxoz University Strategic Development Concept for 2020 -  2025 approved by the decision of the 
Academic Council dated May 26, 2020, Minutes No.10 and by the decision of the Board of Directors 
dated June 12, 2020, Minutes No.6
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fh6E9eTQh5knggRatuzLstd5vueO8V1A/view?usp=sharing______
Quality Assurance Policy approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated November 11,
2021, Minutes No.8 https://en.narxoz.kz/quality-assurance____________________________________
Regulation for the Commission for the Procurement of Printed and Electronic Resources for the Fund 
of the Research Library Research and Information Center approved by the decision of the Narxoz 
University Academic Council dated August 25, 2020, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/5fd1fe00043b1.pdf_______________________________________
Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No.152 On Approval 
of the Rules for the Organization of the Educational Process on Credit Technology of Training dated
April 20, 2011 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1100006976____________________________________
Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 595 On Approval 
of the Standard Rules for the Activities of Educational Organizations of the Relevant Types dated
October 30, 2018 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1800017657_________________________________
Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 604 On the 
Approval of the State Mandatory Standards of Education at All Levels of Education dated October
31, 2018 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1800017669_________________________________________
Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No.665 On the 
Approval of Algorithm of Including and Removing Study Programs into (from) Educational 
Programs Register for Higher and Postgraduate Education dated December 4, 2018 (with 
amendments dated December 22, 2020)
https://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc id=34268910#pos=4;-106_____________________________
Regulation on Study Programs Design approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Academic 
Council dated August 27, 2021, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fc7760ad46d7.pdf_______________________________
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Standard 1.3 Student-centered Learning, Teaching, and Assessment, ESG 2015:
Institutions should ensure that the programmes are delivered in a way that encourages students to 
take an active role in creating the learning process, and that the assessment o f students reflects 
this approach.

STUDENT-CENTERED LEARNING, TEACHING, AND ASSESSMENT

The principle of student-centered learning in study programs is a priority, it creates conditions 
for increasing the students’ motivation and involvement in the educational process and ensures the 
consistency and objectivity of the learning outcomes assessment.

The University creates conditions for students to choose an individual study track, which 
include:

• the ability to choose the language of instruction, elective courses, instructors;
• registration for elective courses;
• formation of an individual curriculum;
• organization of an additional semester for a repeated or additional course enrollment;
• education via the distance learning technologies.

In order to facilitate an independent choice of a study track by students, the University provides 
the students with all the necessary information: a typical curriculum for their study program, a study 
program passport, course and instructor registration rules. Students have access to educational, 
methodological, organizational, and informational materials in the languages of instruction: Kazakh, 
Russian and English in order to support their education process.

As part of creating their individual curriculum the students independently choose the required 
number of compulsory and elective courses by choosing the courses in the Banner system.

With the faculty’s support the students are actively involved in research: article publication, 
participation in research conferences, seminars, clubs etc.

The University’s Academic Policy allows students to resume their education or transfer from one 
program to another, study in another university under the academic mobility program. Creation of 
individual conditions helps to increase the accessibility of education, including for students with 
special requirements.

Student Mentoring

The University has developed the Narxoz University Student Mentoring Regulation.
University Student Mentoring is a process of interaction between students and mentors, the 

purpose of which is to transfer the mentor’s experience and knowledge, provide mentoring and support 
students in educational, research, and social activities.

University Student Mentoring the following activities by the mentor:
• transferring practical experience to students;
• solving cases and practical assignments together with students;
• conducting research together with students, preparation and publication of joint articles, 

abstracts, research papers;
• organizing student internship in the mentor's organization;
• Conducting student consultations on career planning;
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• advising students on verbal communication, teamwork, planning and organization, time 
management, leadership, etc.

Diploma Supplement
The university has developed the Regulation on the Diploma Supplement to the Document on 

Education and Qualifications (approved by the Decision of the Academic Council dated May 25, 
2021, Minutes No. 11 https://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/60cb0d8d3f2ae.pdf).

Diploma Supplement is a mandatory parameter of the Bologna Process (https://enic- 
kazakhstan.edu.kz/ru/bologna process/diploma-supplement) .

The Diploma Supplement is issued in addition to the education and qualifications document and 
facilitates the academic and professional recognition procedure received by Narxoz University 
graduates. The Diploma Supplement is intended to describe the nature, level, content and status of the 
study program received by the person to whom the educational and qualification document is issued.

Partnerships Quality
Commitment to quality assurance extends to all activities, including those carried out by partner 

universities and other partner organizations.
The University is a member of major international associations such as AACSB, EFMD Global, 

IALS, British Chamber of Commerce in Kazakhstan, AmCham, EUROBAK, etc. 
(https://narxoz.kz/global/global-network/rankings-accreditations-memberships).

The University implements research projects with international organizations and foundations: 
UN Women Kazakhstan (https://eca.unwomen.org/en/where-we-are/kazakhstan), UN Habitats 
(https://unhabitat.org/), Friedrich Ebert Foundation (https://www.fesdc.org/about/friedrich-ebert- 
stiftung/), Tauw Foundation for Air Pollution (https://www.tauw.com/) and other international 
organizations and foundations.

The University develops double-degree programs, implementing joint educational programs, 
and also successfully implements academic mobility programs with recognized foreign educational 
organizations ( Казахстанские партнеры Kazakhstan partners, Зарубежные партнеры Foreign 
partners).

Cooperation with partners consists in continuous interaction faculty and student exchanges 
(including Erasmus +), the implementation of double-degree programs, summer schools, the COIL 
project, and participation in international projects.

When selecting a foreign and domestic partner university, Narxoz University is guided by the 
following criteria:

• position in the international ranking (more often QS Ranking, Times Higher Education).
• availability of an accreditation certificate (both institutional and program-wise) of recognized 

foreign agencies (FIBAA, ACCA, CIMA, AACSB, EPAS, AMBA, CFA, CEEMAN, EQUIS, etc ).
• membership in major international and / or national associations.
• research potential.
• what opportunities the partner university provides for Narxoz University students and faculty.

Academic Mobility
Narxoz University has developed the Regulations on Academic Mobility. The document covers 

the issues of financing, coordination and interaction to ensure external academic mobility, the rules 
for conducting internal academic mobility and the rules for registering foreign students.

Types of academic mobility:
• mobility direction: incoming, outgoing;
• country of mobility: external (international) and internal (domestic);
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• level of education: horizontal - training in the host organization of higher and (or) postgraduate 
education for a limited period (semester, academic year); vertical (academic migration) - full training 
for obtaining a degree in a host (including foreign) organization of higher and (or) postgraduate 
education;

• mobility outcome: credit mobility, mobility for obtaining a double degree.
To ensure the students’ academic mobility and the recognition of study programs in the 

European Higher Education Area, the University provides the transfer of Kazakhstani credits into the 
ECTS credits.

The final document confirming the student’s studies during the mobility program is a transcript 
in English - for students enrolled in the external academic mobility program, and in Russian and / or 
Kazakh languages - for students enrolled in the internal academic mobility program.

A transcript includes information about the study program (course code), course title, course 
duration (year, semester, trimester), evaluation grade (both in the national scale and in the ECTS scale) 
as well as the number of ECTS credits awarded. If a student successfully mastered the entire study 
program, a degree is conferred.

The transcript also contains reference information about the study program details: a description 
of the university grading system; ECTS grading system; number of ECTS credits per academic year 
and/or semester.

Guidelines for Development and Implementation of Double-Degree and Joint Study Programs
Double-degree programs are the programs based on the comparability and synchronization of 

partner universities’ study programs and characterized by the acceptance by the parties of common 
obligations on issues such as defining the objectives of the program, preparing the curriculum, 
organizing the educational process, academic degrees or qualifications to be awarded.

Narxoz University has double-degree programs with 5 partner universities: Coventry 
University, UK (Bachelors of Business Administration and International Law), La Rochelle Excelia 
Group, France (Bachelor of Tourism and Hospitality), Financial University under the Government of 
the Russian Federation (Bachelor in International Economic Law), Mykolas Romeris University, 
Lithuania (Master in International Business Law) (https://exex.kz/) and the DBA program in 
conjunction with the European University.

Narxoz University Academic Policy serves as the regulatory basis for the design and 
implementation procedures of double-degree study programs and joint study programs.

Narxoz University and its partner institutions establish procedures for admitting students to a 
double-degree study program on the basis of mutual agreements (contracts, agreements).

Prerequisites for the implementation of double-degree study programs are:
• design and approval of an agreed study program and curriculum by two partner universities;
• mastering by students included in double-degree education a part of their study program at a partner 
university;
• mandatory recognition and automatic recalculation of academic terms and learning outcomes at a 
partner university based on agreements, general principles and quality assurance standards;
• faculty involvement in double-degree education, joint curriculum and study program design, 
teaching at a partner university, participation in general admissions and certification commissions.

Students who have fully mastered a double-degree program are awarded a degree from each 
partner university, or one joint degree depending on institutional agreements.

The student's individual curriculum includes a list of academic courses, their workload (in 
credits and hours), distribution by semester and partner universities, as well as the transfer procedures.
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When developing curricula for double-degree education, partner universities independently 
determine study tracks, including the order of course acquisition, any required educational and 
professional internships, and intermediate certification procedures.

The Narxoz University Office of the Registrar includes the transferred courses and the number 
of credits in a student’s academic transcript with the indication of the partner university.

Upon completion and fulfillment of all requirements for each of the programs, the student 
receives either two diplomas in a standard format and two transcripts signifying academic degree 
conferral or one joint diploma depending on institutional agreements

Integration of Teaching and Research
Study programs at all levels of education are associated with an active research environment. 

Faculty members are engaged in research and include research results in the educational process.
Student research receives continuous support. Students are taught relevant research 

methodologies and apply them in their research. Students have the opportunity to actively participate 
in the University’s research projects, in international Olympiads, conferences and funded projects.

Assessment
Students’ learning achievements for all evaluation types are evaluated according to the point 

and letter grading system of learning achievements and are then translated into the traditional grading 
system in accordance with the Narxoz University Rules for Intermediate Certification of Students, the 
Narxoz University Rules for Final Certification of Students and the Narxoz University Regulation on 
Organizing and Conducting Course Final Examinations Undergraduate and Graduate Study Programs.

The Narxoz University Academic Policy serves as the regulatory basis for main provisions 
regarding knowledge assessment.

Student receive information about the current assessment before the start of classes during the 
orientation (presentation) week during meetings with School Directors, Educational Program Heads, 
Advisors, as well as from syllabi, where the assessment criteria and the assessment system are 
clearly laid out.

The University also applies interactive assessment forms through applications such as Quizizz, 
Kahoot, Socrative, etc.

The University strives for full transparency of the results of knowledge assessment. The results 
of continuous and midterm control, as well as intermediate certification are available to students on 
the University’s Canvas AIS platform. Exam results are also made available to students after 
instructors post their grades. Students also benefit from the Narxoz Mobile application which is a 
mobile-friendly version of the University’s website. The application allows students to quickly view 
all information from mobile devices.

During the final exams session, pursuant to the School Directors’ orders the Schools establish 
appeal commissions whose members include the School faculty. Students who disagree with the 
assessment results have the right to submit an appeal. In some cases, (due to illness, family 
circumstances, or other substantiated reasons), on the basis of the School QA Committee’s decision, 
a student may be allowed to retake the exam within the period of the additional exams session 
scheduled by the University.

The University website hosts the President’s Blog (https://narxoz.edu.kz/ask-rector/) where 
students can contact the President directly. The website also contains School Directors’ and EP Heads’ 
contact information for students’ convenience. Additionally, Schools QA Committees process 
students’ requests and complaints regarding various aspects of the education process.
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Plagiarism Policy
The University has developed a regulation for detecting and preventing plagiarism, which 

defines the rules for the functioning of the StrikePlagiarism.com system. The procedure for detecting 
and preventing plagiarism is mandatory for doctoral / master's theses (projects), undergraduate theses 
(projects), and research articles.

The procedure for detecting and preventing plagiarism is applied to monographs, textbooks and 
teaching aids published by faculty members, reports on the implementation of research topics, 
research articles published both in the University’s academic journal and in any other publications, if 
they are published under the heading "Narxoz University teacher" as well as electronic textbooks.

Section Documents:_____________________________________________________________________
Academic Policy approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council dated 
October 19, 2021, Minutes No.5 https://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/61a4700003ce6.pdf 
Regulation on Student Academic Mobility in Narxoz University approved by the decision of the 
Academic Council dated May 26, 2020, Minutes No.10
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fce4b66c1694.pdf______________________________
Regulation on Narxoz University Student Mentoring approved by the decision of the Academic 
Council dated December 22, 2020, Minutes No.5
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fea10a615db8.pdf______________________________
Regulation on Quality of Teaching and Instruction Monitoring approved by the decision of the 
Academic Council dated September 3, 2019, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5e399ab5dd7a1.pdf______________________________
Rules for Final Certification of Narxoz University Students approved by the decision of the
Academic Council dated August 25, 2020, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fc77531a88fd.pdf______________________________
Rules for Interim Certification of Narxoz University Students approved by the decision of the
Academic Council dated August 25, 2020, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fc774eed7630.pdf______________________________
Plagiarism Detection and Prevention Guidelines which Define the Functioning of the 
StrikePlagiarism.com System, approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated August 25, 
2020, Minutes No.1, with amendments introduced by the decision of the Academic Council dated 
March 30, 2021, Minutes No.9 http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/60894d370bc03.pdf 
Instruction for Narxoz University Interim Certification Examinations Conducted in a Remote 
Manner with Proctoring
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Standards 1.4 Student Admission, Progression, Recognition and Certification, ESG 2015:
Institutions should consistently apply pre-defined and published regulations covering all phases 
o f the student “life cycle ”, e.g. student admission, progression, recognition and certification.

STUDENT ADMISSION, RECOGNITION, AND CERTIFICATION

Narxoz University adheres to a strategy of attracting talented youth to study at all levels of 
education.

The purpose of the annual admission campaign is to ensure the recruitment of students for all 
levels of education and study programs.

Main objectives:
• development of a marketing strategy taking into account the demographic situation;
• adaptation to current market conditions; updating the forms of attracting applicants (prolific 

use of social media);
• ensuring high quality of applicants, taking into account the University’s profile;
• creation of an information environment related to attraction and admission;
• use of modern online and offline methods in the admission process.

Applicant Engagement
Applicant engagement Work with applicants is a year-round activity and is aimed at informing 

applicants on the admission process, helping applicants choose a major, as well as identifying the most 
talented applicants.

The marketing strategy is aimed equally at Kazakhstani and foreign applicants. Among the main 
directions of attracting applicants: updating the forms of attracting applicants (prolific use of social 
media); creation of an information environment related to attraction and admission; holding 
intellectual competitions for schoolchildren and students (Narxoz Challenge Olympiads, contests); 
the use of modern online and offline methods in the admission process. The greatest efficiency was 
shown by interaction with educational centers involved in preparing for the UNT, carrying out primary 
vocational guidance.

Work with applicants is automated as much as possible thanks to the CRM system, which allows 
the staff to see the entire history of interaction with applicants. For the applicants’ convenience the 
University has developed and maintains a telegram bot which can provide the necessary information 
24 hours 7 days a week.

The University defines, publishes and consistently applies admission and graduation procedures 
as well as the procedures for recognition of previous qualifications and prior education.

Submission of Documents
The admissions commission is available both in online and offline formats.
Documents submission is organized through the Banner by Ellucian system. The software 

contains the “Admissions”. The module allows an applicant to start their application form and the 
necessary documents, which, after verification, become the basis for the student's digital profile. 
Automation of most processes, such as the creation of personal statements, the formation of an order, 
significantly increases the incoming data processing speed. To simplify the payment process as well 
as to maintain transactions security the University has created its own gateway for accepting payments 
online without fee -  http://pay.narxoz.kz.

University admission is carried out in accordance with the Model Rules for Admission to Study 
in an Educational Organization.
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The list of documents and admission deadlines are regulated by the Narxoz University 
Admission Policy and an internal order.

Since 2016 Narxoz University has been operating a consulting and documents acceptance 
system; its objectives are: improving the quality of applicant consulting; reduction of errors at the 
stage of documents submission; increasing incentives to provide quality services; maintaining a 
healthy competition among admissions officers.

Narxoz University has launched a virtual admissions office to make the application process 
more convenient for applicants. The virtual admissions office processes tuition payments with no 
commission; the virtual admissions office allows the student to reserve a place in a University 
dormitory and pay for accommodation; services such as virtual consultations and documents 
submission are also available via the virtual admissions office.

As part of the applicant national requirements, the University independently determines the 
entrance tests for foreign citizens, for college graduates, and may introduce additional tests for 
applicants. As part of these requirements, foreign applicants undergo an interview with the members 
of a special commission consisting of School representatives. Interviews are designed to determine 
the applicants’ educational goals, and to assess their level of language proficiency. Applicants who 
are college graduates and apply to the University in a related major, undergo an interview as well in 
order to determine their educational goals.

All students, regardless of the language of instruction, take a language proficiency test before 
the orientation week to form the best learning path and ensure they receive the language training most 
appropriate to their needs. In the case of an insufficient or, on the contrary, a high level of a foreign 
language proficiency in a foreign language, the applicant may be recommended to change the 
language of instruction, which they indicated during their enrollment.

The University maintains a credit transfer policy for the NIS and college graduates where the 
12th year and 3rd year courses respectively are subject to credit transfer. Thus, the University ensures 
optimal study tracks for its students. The decision on credit transfer is made based on the Regulation 
for the Recognition of Formal and Informal Education and is conditional on the decisions of the 
Schools QA Committees, Advising Office recommendations and the documents submitted by the 
student.

The recognition of qualifications obtained in other domestic and foreign institutions is 
conducted according the ECTS and agreements on recognition of qualifications with the NIS, 
Graduate School of Bachelor's Degree, etc. Kazakhstani graduates who graduated from IB or 
Cambridge A-level programs may have up to 60 credits transferred which would allow such students 
to graduate in three years.

If a student has been awarded such professional certificates as CIMA, ACCA, CIA, PMI, HRCI, 
CFA, CIPD, FRM, ICAEW and CIM the University may transfer up to 50% of total credit number 
for majors offered by the School of Economics and Management.

The relationship between the University and the student is governed by an agreement that 
defines the student’s rights and obligations and the rights and obligations of the University as a 
provider of educational services (level of education, study program, period and mode of study, tuition 
payment and other conditions).

Financial Support
The University offers financial support in several areas: discounts for academic achievements, 

full and partial scholarships to the winners of Olympiads and competitions for school (grades 11 and 
12) and college graduates; discounts for academic achievements following the UNT results;

The University annually participates in the distribution of the state educational order, and the 
proportion of students studying at the expense of a government scholarship state varies from 40 to 
50%, depending on the admission year.
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A separate category of benefits is provided for students without parental care, as well as students 
with disabilities, or if  a student’s family member has a disability.

The financial support program is one of the most extensive in Kazakhstan, offering up to 21 
types of financial support.

Undergraduate and graduate students who are orphans or left without parental are offered 
accommodation in University dormitories free of charge.

The following provisions are in force: On the Provision of Educational Benefits for 
Undergraduate Programs, On the Provision of Educational Benefits to Persons Enrolled in 
Postgraduate Programs, Rules on the Narxoz Challenge competition; On “TEO Cup” and “IceScream 
CUP” Republican Tournaments.

Recognition of Higher Education Qualifications, Study Periods, and Previous Education
Narxoz University guarantees objective recognition of higher education qualifications, periods 

of study and prior education (including recognition of non-formal education) in accordance with the 
Lisbon Recognition Convention.

The executive body for the recognition and validation procedures in the Republic of Kazakhstan 
is the Center for the Bologna Process and Academic Mobility of the Ministry of Education and Science 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Narxoz University has additionally developed a “Regulation on the Procedure for Recognizing 
Learning Outcomes in Formal and Non-Formal Education”. Recognition of qualifications acquired in 
other domestic and foreign educational institutions is carried out in accordance with the approved 
credit transfer rules.

For transfer students, Narxoz University takes into account the training direction, the study 
program profile, and the student’s academic achievements. For this purpose, the learning outcomes 
and the acquired academic courses are recalculated within the framework of formal and non-formal 
education. The transfer procedure is determined by a relevant act.

A number of courses in a study program may be recognized conditional on the submission of 
diplomas of previous formal education (technical, vocational, post-secondary and higher), certificates 
of formal education for Nazarbayev Intellectual Schools graduates, or additional formal education 
(retraining courses). The results of formal education are confirmed by the academic courses transfer 
procedure, taking into account additional Minor and Major modules of study programs.

Recognition of learning outcomes acquired through non-formal education is permitted for 
educational components included in the study program / curriculum. At the same time, the recognition 
of the results is only possible for the semester, in which, according to the curriculum of a specific 
study program, such educational component is offered. The educational component can be transferred 
as a curriculum component no later than the beginning of the next semester.

Professional Certification
Narxoz University offers its undergraduate and graduate students access to internationally 

recognized certification programs such as the ACCA (https://www.accaglobal.com/), a global 
association of professionals in the sphere of finance, and accounting and audit which offers the most 
demanded and business-oriented professional qualifications in finance.

The Narxoz University School of Economics and Management has successfully obtained the 
CBE center of ACCA accreditation and in 2019 passed the ACCA Strategic Professional review which 
includes the following ACCA documents: Strategic Business Leader, Strategic Business Reporting, 
Advanced Financial Management, Advanced Audit and Assurance.

University students may apply for the ACCELERATE program and obtain a MyACCA account; 
they may also register for the Foundation in Accountancy certificate. Narxoz University has an 9 
Level ACCA exemption.
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Narxoz University has obtained a license to conduct the ACCA Computer Based Exam (CBE) 
Center. Narxoz University students have an exclusive opportunity to take the ACCA Applied 
Knowledge exam and to obtain the Diplomacy ACCA Foundation in accountancy certificate which is 
highly valued by the BIG4 and international enterprises (https://narxoz.edu.kz/tpost/2mv7o35x21- 
universitet-narhoz-poluchil-litsenziyu-n).

Every year up to 10 undergraduate and graduate students receive a CMA Scholarship which 
covers the exam registration fees and provides access to materials for the СМА -  
Certified Management Accountant exam. Certified Management Accountant is a professional 
certificate in management accounting and financial management. This certificate implies its holder 
has knowledge in such areas as financial planning, analysis and control, decision analysis, risk 
management, and professional ethics.

The University also offers double-degree programs with Oxford Brookes University and ACCA 
Global.

The School of Economics and Management has an established partnership with the CIMA 
(https://www.cimaglobal.com/Our-locations/Russia-and-CIS/University-Partnership/) - Chartered 
Institute of Management Accountants. In 2020 the University and the Certificate in Business 
Accounting signed a memorandum of cooperation. Students majoring in Accounting and Audit, 
Finance, Economics, and Management may obtain an international certificate and proceed to the next 
CIMA qualifications level after taking the CIMA CERT-BA2 exam on Management Accounting in 
English.

Section Documents:______________________________________________________________________
Academic Policy approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council dated 
October 19, 2021, Minutes No.5 https://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/61a4700003ce6.pdf 
Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Ratification of the Convention on the Recognition of 
Qualifications Related to Higher Education in the European Region " of December 13, 1997 N 202-
I_https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z970000202_________________________________________________
Regulation on Educational Benefits for Students Enrolled in Narxoz University Graduate and 
Postgraduate Programs approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Governance dated June 
2, 2020, Minutes No.8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wVvPs5kQnZsGcfz6nKNVVgaoVrIm7udv/view?usp=sharing 
Regulation on Educational Benefits for Narxoz University Undergraduate Programs approved by the 
decision of the Narxoz University Governance dated June 2, 2020, Minutes No.8 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zfTL8eg-gNe3zJXa727wM5BpiCmBVwL2/view?usp=sharing 
Regulation on TEO Cup and IceScream CUP Republican Contests approved by the decision of the 
Narxoz University Governance dated November 3, 2020, Minutes No.20
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fd20f8482919.pdf_______________________________
Regulation on the Procedures for the Recognition of Formal and Non-Formal Education Outcomes 
approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated October 27, 2020, Minutes No.3
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fdf3c0635be0.pdf_______________________________
Narxoz Challenge Contest Rules approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Governance 
dated June 2, 2020, Minutes No.8 http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fce3c7b765fb.pdf 
Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No.600 "On Approval 
of the Standard Rules for Admission to Training in Educational Organizations that Implement 
Educational Programs of Higher and Postgraduate Education dated October 31, 2018 
https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1800017650_________________________________________________
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Standard 1.5 Teaching Staff, ESG 2015:
Institu tions shou ld  assure them selves o f  the com petence o f  their teachers. They shou ld  apply fa ir  
a n d  transparent p rocesses fo r  the recruitm ent a n d  developm ent o f  the staff.

QUALITY OF HUMAN RESOURCES
The major directions of development for human resources are determined by the University 

Strategy, which provides a general development concept for the coming years. Management is ensured 
through the understanding that the University’s human resources are its strategic resource.

One of the main tasks is the development and implementation of human resource management 
models (selection, recruitment, adaptation, assessment, motivation, and creation of a personnel 
reserve).

The University prioritizes the quality of the faculty and administrative staff. This is ensured by 
the existence of a personnel policy and a system for measuring performance results through the 
development of a University staff incentives and efficiency system.

The university must ensure:
• that faculty members are experienced instructors who are qualified for teaching, evaluating 

and ensuring the quality of study programs.
• regular personnel development to ensure continuous personal development of the faculty and 

administrative staff.

The main documents regulating the personnel management of the University are the personnel 
policy and qualification requirements.

The goal of the personnel policy is to ensure Narxoz University’s academic attractiveness in 
order to attract the best academic personnel to work in the University’s educational and research 
domains.

There are several standing committees at the University, namely the HR Committee the Ethics 
Committee, the Competition Committee, the Committee for the transfer (promotion) of Narxoz 
University administrative and management personnel employees, and the Conciliation Committee. 
The HR Committee considers contract termination procedures. An instructor's employment contract 
may also be terminated at any time during the academic year based on one or more conditions or 
circumstances (Code of Ethical Conduct).

The Ethics C om m ittee  considers issues related to the resolution and prevention of conflict 
situations arising between the University employees, between employees and students, between 
students; and is also a tool in ensuring that employees and / or students comply with the requirements 
for ethical behavior and academic integrity, labor regulations.

The C onciliation C om m ittee  ensures social partnership in the field of labor relations and is a 
tool for resolving labor disputes between an employee and an employer. The legal aspect is provided 
by the University’s collective agreement and legislation. This Committee guarantees objectivity and 
maximum transparency in resolving labor disputes.

The tasks of the C om petition C om m ittee  include the review and selection of personnel for 
academic and administrative positions.

One of the key tasks of the personnel policy is to invite professional researches from abroad to 
work; achieving this objective is possible through posting job offer and vacancy details on a number 
of Internet platforms (Linkedin, Acadeus, etc.).
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The University has a mobility program for teachers and students, as well as internal documents 
regulating the employment of and working conditions for foreign personnel.

The University's management prioritizes attracting young professionals through close 
cooperation with the Center for International Programs JSC (Bolashaq International Scholarship 
graduates) and with government agencies managing the Youth Internships population employment 
program. The University intends to establish a personnel reserve and to develop an adaptation program 
for new employees.

The comprehensive University personnel management system includes an annual review and 
approval of the staffing table (including a revision of the payroll budget), consideration by the 
Academic Council of reports by structural divisions on the work performed, and an assessment of a 
department/division efficiency and effectiveness (using smart cards by department/division heads).

Professional development programs are aimed at improving the existing and obtaining new 
competencies necessary for professional activity, and improving the professional level within the 
existing qualifications.

Narxoz University has introduced a system of material incentives for the faculty: The Best 
University Teacher competition is held annually (order No. 03-01 / 178 dated November 6, 2020).

Faculty Evaluation/Academic Staff Monitoring
The faculty evaluation system consists of several stages.
At the end of each semester, faculty members complete a Course Management Form. This 

form is considered at Educational Programs and Schools Quality Assurance Committees meetings.
During instructor evaluation, the opinions of colleagues and students are taken into account. 

The colleagues’ opinion is formed during mutual visits to classes and is reflected in filling out a special 
form. The students’ opinion of students is ascertained through the Students’ Satisfaction with the 
Quality of Instruction conducted by the accreditation department at the end of each academic semester.

The results of the quality of teaching and instruction evaluations and the grading system 
evaluation results are used to form the personnel development system.

Faculty Grading System
The faculty grading system is based on the Regulations on the Grading of Faculty Positions.
The following terms are used in the Regulations: a grade is a step in the employee positions 

system and the system of employee remuneration; grading is an employee positions system based on 
certain indicators.

The University provides for the following faculty positions: Teacher, Lecturer, Instructor; 
Senior Teacher, Senior Lecturer, Senior Instructor; Assistant Professor; Associate Professor; 
Professor.

The University faculty positions are divided into three grades depending on the faculty’s 
research, academic and professional achievements specified in the Regulations for each grade. There 
are no grades for the Teacher / Lecturer position; for other positions, certain requirements have been 
developed: the length of service in research, pedagogical and / or professional activities; a faculty 
member’s publication activity.

To maintain the positions and grades assigned, faculty members must fulfill the requirements 
for the following aspects throughout the academic year, each of the requirements is estimated at 100 
(one hundred) points: research requirements (do not apply to the positions of a Teacher, a 3rd grade 
Senior Teacher, and a 2nd grade Senior Teacher); academic; administrative and social requirements. 
The decision on fulfilling the requirements by the employee to maintain their position and the assigned 
grade is made by the Grading Commission. Each requirement has a progress bar.
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In particular, the academic requirements include:
• results of a student survey, subject to a differentiated grading system; requirement fulfillment 

indicator: a student survey;
• preparation of education materials; requirement fulfillment indicator: syllabus and other 

educational materials;
• effective use of the Learning Management System (LMS);
• Instruction and Grading in a timely manner;
• other indicators depending on the School policy.

In accordance with the Narxoz University Regulations on the Faculty Teaching Load, starting 
from the 2021-2022 academic year the annual faculty teaching load per course is calculated in credits. 
This technique allows for a more effective use of the faculty potential.

For the successful implementation of the research and social component for the 2nd grade 
positions of an Assistant Professor and an Associate Professor, as well as for the 2nd and 1st grade 
positions of a Professor, the teaching load is reduced by 25%. For the 1st grade positions of an Assistant 
Professor and an Associate Professor, the teaching load will be reduced by 50%.

Section Documents:______________________________________________________________________
Narxoz University Personnel Policy approved by the decision of the Governance dated December
15, 2020, Minutes No.23 http://portal.narxoz.kz/Кадровая политика_________________________
Regulation on Narxoz University Faculty Positions Grading approved by the decision of the
Governance dated September 22, 2021, Minutes No.19______________________________________
Narxoz University Code of Ethical Conduct approved by the decision of the Narxoz University 
Academic Council dated September 29, 2020, Minutes No.2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W1KDV sjJQ9c tzuoDEpGzxX2 DE88Mq/view?usp=sharing 
Regulations on the Qualifications of Narxoz University Administrative and Managerial Personnel 
(Manager Category), Faculty and Research Staff approved by the decision of the Governance 
Chairman -  Narxoz University Rector, Dr. Andrew Wachtel dated August 13, 2019
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5e6f952714244.pdf______________________________
Regulation on Narxoz University Ethics Committee approved by the decision of the Narxoz 
University Governance dated April 1, 2020, Minutes No.5
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/6026adc85a082.pdf_____________________________________
Regulation on Narxoz University Conciliatory Committee approved on May 17, 2019
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5cfa2397539a9.pdf______________________________
Regulation on Narxoz University HR Committee approved by the decision of the Narxoz 
University Governance dated August 20, 2020, Minutes No.15
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/6026add2530ac.pdf_____________________________________
Regulation on Setting Objectives and Evaluating Narxoz University Employees’ Performance 
approved by the decision of the Governance dated June 25, 2020, Minutes No.9
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/Положение о постановке целей____________________________
Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No.231 dated June 
5, 2020 On Introducing Amendments to the Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan No.391 dated June 17, 2015 On the Approval of Qualifications 
Requirements for Educational Activity and the Documents List Confirming Compliance with the
Requirements https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V2000020827___________________________________
Order No. 03-01/96 dated June 29, 2021 On Changing the Composition of the Narxoz University 
Selection Commission http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/60dfe4d95a3d6.pdf_________________
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Q U A L I T Y  A S S U R A N C E  I N  R E S E A R C H

The Academic Council manages issues pertaining to the quality of research.

A Clear Research Strategy and Compliance with the University’s Institutional Objectives
The research strategy is governed by several key documents, including:
• Narxoz University Strategic Development Concept for 2020-2025;
• Narxoz University Strategic Development Program for 2020-2025;
• Narxoz University Academic policy;
• Regulation on the Academic Council;
• Regulations on Student Research Societies;
• Regulation on Research Ethics;
• Regulations on the Preparation Procedure of Doctoral Dissertations in the DBA Program;
• Narxoz University Regulations on Research Consultants for Doctoral Students;
• Regulations on Plagiarism Detection and Prevention, which defines the rules for the 

functioning of the STRIKEPLAGIARISM.COM system.

Among the University’s main tasks for research promotion are:
• creation of high-level research generation points for research leadership in Central Asia and 

beyond;
• implementation of long-term research and innovation programs in cooperation with strategic 

partners;
• integration of research and development into educational activities;
• design and development of interdisciplinary areas;
• financial support for economic and social development.

Incentives for Research Staff and Faculty
Incentives system for research staff and faculty encompasses all types of publications, 

participation in funding applications, reviewing, patent registration, participation in research events 
and projects, etc.

Procedures for Good Research Practices
Narxoz University faculty in their research are guided by generally accepted international 

ethical rules, including the European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity, which includes the 
concepts of integrity, privacy, supervision of publications, prevention of possible conflicts of interest, 
etc.

Principal documents regulating good research practices at the University are the Regulations 
for Plagiarism Detection and Prevention, which defines the rules for the functioning of the 
strikeplagiarism.com system and the Regulation on Research Ethics.

These aspects of research activity are considered in the following University documents: 
Central Asian Economic Review Academic Journal Statement on Publication Ethics, Central Asian 
Economic Review Academic Journal Publication Policy, Narxoz Law and Public Policy Academic 
Journal Statement on Publication Ethics.

Tools and Procedures for Regular Assessment of Research Quality
All reports, dissertations and publications submitted as part of funded projects, textbooks and 

study guides, monographs are checked for plagiarism.
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If excessive borrowing is found, the work is returned for revision. If plagiarism is detected, 
the work is rejected. In case of plagiarism detection or violations of research ethics, the Academic 
Council initiates corresponding procedures as prescribed in the Regulation on Research Ethics.

Before participating in competitions for research funding, project applications of faculty 
members and employees undergo an examination by the Research Department, depending on the 
results of the examination, a project may be admitted for competition, rejected or returned for a 
revision.

Quality assessment is carried out on the analysis of publication platforms such as academic 
journals, publishing houses, conference proceedings. Faculty and research staff regularly contact the 
Research Department for advice on Scopus journals and to avoid publications in "predatory" journals.

The Research Department conducts a review and regularly notifies faculty members for 
journals that are included and / or removed from the Scopus list.

Academic Journals
The University issues the Central Asian Economic Review and Narxoz Lax and Public Policy 

academic journals with articles in 3 languages once every three months.
C entral A sian  Econom ic Review  is a platform journal for research issues in economic 

development, business and management in Central Asian countries. The journal is referenced in the 
following data bases: RSCI, Kazakhstan Citation Database, Republican Interuniversity Electronic 
Library (RIEL). The journal is included in the Committee for Control in the Sphere of Education and 
Science Journal List and is referenced by the Google Scholar and Ulreichsweb platforms.

N arxoz Law a n d  P ublic  P olicy  is an official journal published by the Narxoz University School 
of Law and Public Policy. The journal regularly features articles and publications on topics relevant 
to the sphere of law and public administration by leading experts from Eurasian countries. The journal 
is referenced in the RSCI and the GoogleScholar and Ulreichsweb platforms.

Research Centers
Sustainable Kazakhstan Research Institute is one of the first Central Asian research institutes 

focusing on sustainable development. The Institute’s objective is to support field and academic 
research aimed at implementing the Sustainable Development Goals in Kazakhstan. The UN adopted 
these goals as a basis for international cooperation until 2030.

Eurasian Center for Economic and Legal Research serves as an expert and analytical platform 
focusing on the issues of developing and implementing aspects of legal and economic policies in 
Kazakhstan, Central Asia, and beyond.

Narxoz University Gender Economics Research Center conducts research in the area of gender 
economics in Kazakhstan and Central Asia.

The University maintains the Silk Road Case Center aimed at designing cases for Central 
Asian organizations and their promotion for regional and international audience.

Section Documents:______________________________________________________________________
Academic Policy approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council dated 
October 19, 2021, Minutes No.5 https://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/61a4700003ce6.pdf 
Central Asian Economic Review Academic Journal Statement on Publication Ethics approved at the 
Meeting of the Central Asian Economic Review Editorial Board dated June 26, 2020, Minutes No.3 
https://research.narxoz.kz/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/fail-5 deklaracziya-publikaczionnoj-etiki- 
caer.pdf________________________________________________________________________________
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Narxoz Law and Public Policy Academic Journal Statement on Publication Ethics approved at the 
Meeting of the Narxoz Law and Public Policy Editorial Board dated June 18, 2020, Minutes No.2
https://research.narxoz.kz/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/AE-nlpp.pdf___________________________
Narxoz University Strategic Development Concept for 2020 -  2025 approved by the decision of the 
Academic Council dated May 26, 2020, Minutes No.10 and the decision of the Board of Directors 
dated June 12, 2020, Minutes No.6
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fh6E9eTQh5knggRatuzLstd5vueO8V1A/view?usp=sharing______
Regulation on School of Law and Public Administration Student Research Society approved by the 
decision of the School of Law and Public Administration Council dated August 29, 2019, Minutes
No.2 http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/5fca42d5814c4.pdf__________________________________
Regulation on School of Digital Technologies Student Research Society approved by the decision 
of the School of Digital Technologies Council dated February 10, 2021, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/602b8cf5191b9.pdf_______________________________________
Regulation on School of Economics and Management Student Research Society approved by the 
decision of the School of Economics and Management Council dated September 16, 2020, Minutes
No.2 http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/5fca42da8ac20.pdf__________________________________
Regulation on Research Consultants for Narxoz University Doctoral Students approved by the 
decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council dated October 27, 2020, Minutes No.3
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/files/5fc12c35897df.pdf_______________________________________
Regulation on the Procedure for the Preparation of the DBA Program Doctoral Dissertations 
approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Educational and Methodological Council dated 
March 3, 2018, Minutes No.2 http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5b9b9dd8b8c66.pdf 
Regulation on Research Ethics approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council 
dated December 22, 2020, Minutes No.5
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fe44fe7699d2.pdf_______________________________
Narxoz University Development Program for 2020 -  2025 approved by the decision of the Board of 
Directors dated June 12, 2020, Minutes No.6
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G650 Zv vpYGxD9Tewi8tIgYyzvvW2Vr/view?usp=sharing 
Central Asian Economic Review Academic Journal Publications Policy approved at the Meeting of 
the Central Asian Economic Review Editorial Board dated June 26, 2020, Minutes No.3 
https://research.narxoz.kz/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/fail-4 redakczionnaya-politika-caer.pdf 
Plagiarism Detection and Prevention Guidelines which Define the Functioning of the 
StrikePlagiarism.com System, approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated August 25, 
2020, Minutes No.1, with amendments introduced by the decision of the Academic Council dated 
March 30, 2021, Minutes No.9 http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/60894d370bc03.pdf
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Standard 1.6 Learning Resources and Student Support, ESG 2015:
Institu tions shou ld  have appropriate fu n d in g  fo r  learning  a n d  teaching activities a n d  ensure that 
adequate a n d  readily accessible learning resources a n d  student support are provided.

STUDENT AND ALUMNI SERVICES

Office of the Registrar, Advising Office, Dean’s Office for Student Relations, Marketing and 
Admissions Department, International Development and Partnerships Office, Student Senate, Center 
of Career Development and Alumni Relations and other University structural divisions and collegiate 
bodies offer advising services regarding academic issues, research, employment and career track as 
well as students’ personal development.

Office of the Registrar
Office of the Registrar consists of two sections (a front office and a back office).

The F ron t O ffice performs the following functions:
• Accepts students’ requests and forwards them to the relevant divisions (voluntary withdrawal,

transfer, academic leave, appeals, complaints, archival requests, etc.)
• Issues transcripts;
• Prepares and issues enrollment confirmations, issues ID cards (campus cards), acts as a call-

center, etc.

The B ack  Office performs the following functions:
Prepares orders:
• on student progress (year to year progression, scholarship award, transfer from other 

universities or to another university, dismissal, reinstatement, etc.); on student composition (changing 
personal data, reinstatement, dismissal, academic leave, graduation, duplicate diplomas, students 
trips).

• Prepares information on vacant state educational scholarships and Presidential scholarships 
for consideration at Academic Council meetings, transfers information to authorized bodies.

• Registers students for courses; registers students arriving from a partner institution in the 
frameworks of academic mobility, students who transferred from other educational organizations, 
were reinstated or returned from academic leave, on the basis of individual curricula.

• Organizes the final student control in accordance with the University academic calendar; 
admits undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral students of all study programs to the exams session, the 
final state certification, and the state exam on the Contemporary History of Kazakhstan based on the 
results of on-going student control;

• Fills out diplomas and diploma supplements;
• Processes student progress in the University AIS and the National Educational Database 

(NEDB);
• Organizes an additional semester to meet the needs of accelerated, additional education and 

in order to eliminate differences in academic requirements or previously failed courses in curricula in 
conjunction with the Department of Educational and Methodological Support Department Schools;

• Receives students’ personal files from the Admissions Committee, manages storage and 
maintenance of the University students’ personal files before archiving, transfers personal files of 
students’ who have completed their studies to the University archive;
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• Keeps personal records of students who belong to socially vulnerable groups of the 
population;

• Concludes contracts with students who transferred from other educational organizations, 
transferred within the University, were reinstated or left for a second year of study or transferred to a 
tuition-paying study mode.

Advising Office
The University Advising Office strives to maintain student communication in order to create 

conditions for students to receive quality education, to choose their study tracks and courses in their 
study program in a responsible manner and to further students’ research potential.

The Advising Office performs the following functions:
• Annual preparation of the University academic catalogue for its subsequent approval by the 

Academic Council
• Advising students on their individual study tracks prior the next academic terms’ course 

registration dates;
• Creation of individual curricula for undergraduate and graduate students based on the 

registration outcomes;
• Advising students on retakes of failed courses, professional certificates, regarding the choice 

of a minor certification and credit transfer for English language courses;
• Advising students on credit transfer for the IB program graduates and students returning from 

academic mobility, advising students on the choice of a partner university and a study program prior 
academic mobility;

• Credit transfer procedures for students who transfer from one study program to another or 
from another university;

• Issues approved individual schedules per students’ requests;
• Assists in conducting student surveys, in applicant advising regarding the choice of a study 

program during the admission period;
• Interviews students who applied for voluntary withdrawal or intend to transfer to another 

university
• Launches and processes the results of planned online registration.

Narxoz University Regulation on Advising Office (approved by the Decision of the Academic 
Council dated December 22, 2020, minutes No. 5
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5feafce82371b.pdf).

Dean’s Office for Student Relations
The Dean’s Office for Student Relations works closely with the Student Government and 

renders assistance to all student clubs, organizations and individual students. The Office supports 
student participation in interuniversity events, Olympiads, conferences, meetings, contests and is 
responsible for organizing various events for students and the entire University community. The 
Office also has the position of a psychologist.

Student Association plays a key role in student life. The Association is a voluntary student union 
with a Constitution, rules and policies of its own and has a budget for organizing student events. The 
Student Government is headed by the President and the Cabinet who lead the Government for a year
long period starting from inauguration.

There are clubs of interest at the university: Debate clubs "Tandauli Economist Odagy", 
"Dispute", creative clubs (Narxoz Zhastar theatres, Grow Up, Zhaidarman Narxoz kuramasy, Narxoz
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jokes), the Reading club "Make yourself1', Amanat, Art Revolution, Narxoz Medialab, sports clubs 
(Narxoz Pride, Gamelab, Adrenaline), social and cultural clubs (Narxoz International, Narxoz Team, 
Narxoz Volunteer League, Enactus Narxoz), educational clubs (Narxoz Student Research Club, 
Financial Organization). The activities of student clubs are aimed at organizing and conducting 
cultural events that contribute to the development of creative potential and spiritual and moral 
upbringing of students.

International Development and Partnerships Office
The University has established the International Development and Partnerships Office in order 

to facilitate and maintain international cooperation. The Office includes: The Development 
International Programs Coordination Department and the International Students and Faculty 
Department.

The Development International Programs Coordination Department is engaged in organizing on 
outgoing and incoming student mobility; it maintains contact with Kazakhstani and foreign 
educational partner organizations; organizes and carries out a competitive selection of applicants for 
participation in the academic mobility program, etc.

International Students and Faculty Department renders comprehensive support to both 
international students and faculty members -  the Department carries out registration and re
registration of foreign citizens with Republic of Kazakhstan migration authorities and provides 
information on the Republic of Kazakhstan residency regulations for foreign citizens.

The International Students and Faculty Department offers an orientation (adaptation) program 
that lays the conditions for the successful adaptation of international students and faculty members to 
the University’s educational process, communication with other University stakeholders and 
residence in the Republic of Kazakhstan. The program includes: information support, language 
adaptation, psychological support during the adaptation process and cultural and leisure activities for 
students.

Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations
The Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations is the division responsible alumni 

engagement and supporting students in terms of internships and employment.
The Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations, along with EP heads, is responsible 

for organizing and conducting professional internship. In the Center students can receive information 
regarding professional and research internship locations; vacancies and offers from potential 
employers; about upcoming career events. In terms of assigning internship locations, the Center’s 
coordinators strive to match the student to the company, whose activities correspond to the topic of 
the student’s thesis or project as much as possible for internship.

The Center offers consultations, trainings and seminars for students on professional growth 
opportunities, CV and resume preparation and mock interviews. The Center staff invites students to 
online presentations of Kazakhstani and international companies, round tables, guest lectures; engages 
students in company projects and informs them about internship opportunities.

Alumni Services Desk
Alumni Services Desk was created to offer University services to Narxoz University alumni 

(https://alumni.narxoz.kz/ru/service-center).
The Desk processes online requests for archival records, transcript and diploma supplement 

copies as well as duplicate diplomas.
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An archival record may be issued to Narxoz University alumni in order to confirm the person 
concerned indeed was a University student. The archival record contains the information pertaining 
to the student’s enrollment, dismissal (withdrawal) and reinstatement.

The Desk also issues records confirming whether diploma translations into English are indeed 
correct; the Desk also processes requests from a foreign educational institution or an enterprise 
regarding University alumni.

Depending on the nature of requests the Desk may forward such request to relevant divisions 
such as the University Archive, the Office of the Registrar, Chancellery, Educational and 
Methodological Support Department, etc

For alumni convenience the website https://alumni.narxoz.kz/ has feedback functionality built 
in.

Narxoz University Alumni Association
University maintains contact with its alumni who are united in the Alumni Association.
The Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations oversees the activities of the Alumni 

Association. Alumni participate in Alma mater events as invited lecturers, are members of School 
Business Councils, mentor student organizations, and sponsor students belonging to socially 
vulnerable categories.

Narxoz University is planning to launch the «Upgrade» program for its alumni. They will be 
annually invited to free of charge intensive programs. Thus, Narxoz University follows the principle 
of a long-term guarantee for the quality of its education (Miras Daulenov, Narxoz University President 
https://narxoz.edu.kz/tpost/4mcmt9iso1-miras-daulenov-vuzi-dolzhni-apgreidit-sv).

Section Documents:______________________________________________________________________
Regulation on the International Academic Mobility of the Narxoz University Students, Faculty, and 
Staff Members in the Frameworks of the ERASMUS+ Program approved by the decision of the 
Narxoz University Academic Council dated April 30, 2019, Minutes No.9
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5cd944f23fe44.pdf_______________________________
Regulation on the Issuance of Diploma Supplement to the Education and Qualifications Document 
(Diploma) approved by the decision of the Academic Council dated May 25, 2021, Minutes No.11
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/60cb0d8d3f2ae.pdf_______________________________
Regulation on Student Academic Mobility in Narxoz University approved by the decision of the 
Academic Council dated May 26, 2020, Minutes No.10
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fce4b66c1694.pdf_______________________________
Regulation on the Office of the Registrar approved by the decision of the Narxoz University 
Governance dated December 15, 2020, Minutes No.23
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vU7FIHTHP4iSQ2VIIocfGiUPY0xJYcCT/view?usp=sharing 
Regulation on International Development and Partnerships Department approved by the decision of 
the Narxoz University Governance dated June 2, 2020, Minutes No.8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fmGouEa7m7m4xtGeB7VHsNE0X0bAiAoJ/view?usp=sharing 
Rules for Applicant Selection for Participation in the Bolashaq International Scholarship Republican 
Contest approved by the Decision of the Academic Council dated May 26, 2020, Minutes No.10 
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fcfae3ee30b1.pdf________________________________
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RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT

Quality of Education Infrastructure and Information Resources
The University ensures the availability of sufficient, accessible and appropriate learning 

resources and student support services. Physical and information resources comply with existing 
health legislation concerning labor conditions and safety measures for students and employees.

The University considers the needs of various groups of students at all stages of allocating, 
planning and providing educational resources.

The University operates 3 educational facilities, 3 student dormitories, a stadium, a sports 
facility and a sports and recreation complex with a swimming pool, canteens and cafes, with a total 
area of 91.263.2 sq.m. to support the educational process.

From August 2022, the University is operating in a new campus at Zhandosova 55. The 
University’s educational buildings are planned for and adapted to educational activities.

Classrooms and laboratories are located on the above-ground floors and fully comply with the 
state sanitary-epidemiological, fire-prevention and qualification requirements for educational 
institutions.

The academic buildings of the University are standard, adapted for educational activities. The 
classrooms and laboratories fully meet the sanitary-epidemiological, fire safety and qualification 
requirements of the state structures to the educational institutions.

The University operates 3 student dormitories near its educational buildings with a total area of 
18.819.9 sq.m. accounting for 716 beds in order to accommodate nonresident students. The allocation 
of dormitory places is handled by the Student Council, while orphaned students and those who are left 
without parental care are entitled to a priority and free of charge accommodation.

Information Technology
The Narxoz University Department of Information Technology is the division responsible for 

IT services. The purpose of IT services is to support research, teaching and learning.
The Department of Information Technology provides support to academic and administrative 

divisions, providing access to modern information resources. Narxoz University uses legally acquired 
licensed software or open source software (shareware) when appropriate.

The University’s information technology infrastructure includes: PCs, software, multimedia, 
specialized educational, telecommunication and server equipment.

The following is a list of the principal information systems the University uses: Banner Student 
and Banner Research Automated Information Systems Argos Enterprise Reporting, Stimulsoft, 
Narxoz Mobile, Integration Platform (IP), the University’s internal information portal 
(portal.narxoz.kz) MegaPro ILS, Physical Access Control Systems (PACS), Narxoz Card, Room 
booking system (http://booking.narxoz.kz/), counselling services http://psycho.narxoz.kz/, and the 
Canvas LMS.

Banner is a corporate platform where main academic activities and processes take place. The 
main platform for student learning is the Canvas Learning Management System (LMS) 
https://canvas.narxoz.kz/.

Before the introduction of Canvas, the University used the Moodle system, but over the past 
10 years, there have been major changes in LMS technology. Modern learning management systems 
are functionally more advanced and have a number of advantages. After researching the existing 
Learning Management Systems, the needs of Narxoz University students and faculty, as well as the 
feedback from the pilot program implementation of the pilot program, the University selected the 
Canvas LMS and starting from the 2021/22 academic year has completely transitioned to it.
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Canvas is a course management system that supports online learning and teaching. The system 
allows instructors to publish grades, information, and assignments online. It is used by universities 
and colleges around the world. Canvas is used by Narxoz University to generate course content.

Canvas offers discussion boards for asynchronous discussion, chat rooms for live discussion, 
centralized email (Canvas Conversations) so students can stay in touch with their instructors and 
communicate with other students, and even a way to submit assignments and take exams. Canvas 
provides students and facutly with a password-protected online classroom where the students will 
submit their assignments and communicate with their instructors and fellow students.

Currently, all students of all forms of study are registered in the LMS, instructors fill the 
academic courses pages with materials for individual study, test questions and homework.

LMS assumes:
• involvement of students in an active educational process;
• creating conditions for active interaction between students and faculty;
• education in an active environment where all participants of the educational process can 

interact both offline and online.
To enter the LMS, the student needs to know their account credentials for the Banner system. 

The University's information systems adhere to the position of single sign-on, which implies access 
to information systems (Banner, Canvas) from one account. This information, if necessary, can be 
clarified with the advisers.

Banner Student
The purpose of the Banner Student Information System is to automate the University’s main 

business processes.
Banner Student is used in the educational process, in order to comprehensively automate the 

learning processes using credit technology at all levels and forms of education, in the research and 
innovation activity.

The main modules of the system are:
• Personal data management -  student, applicant, faculty card, etc.
• Recruiting - storing all incoming applications from applicants
• Enrollment - admissions module
• Student - maintaining student data
• Directory - storage and maintenance of data on all courses
• Academic history - storing and maintaining data on student progress, transcripts
• CAPP (Curriculum, Advising and Program Planning) - curriculum management
• Student course registration through personal accounts (self-registration) and by the Office of 

the Registrar staff
• Academic staff - storing data on faculty
• Facilities - storing data about buildings, auditoriums, dormitories
• Schedule - creating a schedule for all courses and in all areas of study
• Accounts and financial statements -  financial data management (tuition bills, information on 

current student debt)
• ARGOS Advanced Reporting for Banner (currently being replaced by Stimulsoft IS) -  

reporting software IS.
The University has its own mobile application for smartphones, tablets and other mobile 

devices. The mobile application supports various mobile platforms: iOS, Android, Windows Phone).
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Banner Workflow
The Workflow System is an IT solution for managing the workflow associated with a specific 

stage of the University’s business processes.
Within the Banner Student system, the Banner Workflow tool is used to optimize business 

processes. The following processes have been optimized:
1. Changing the student's personal data - This process changes one or more values from: name, 

surname, patronymic; and also generates the order in the Argos system and enters information about 
it for the student in SGASTDN;

2. Transfer of students to a new semester - The process creates lists of students and makes 
transfers to a new semester according to them;

3. Granting Academic Leave - This process puts the student on academic leave and generates 
the order;

4. Return from Academic Leave - This process restores the student's activity and generates the
order.

Banner Extensibility
Banner Extensibility forms an integral part of the Banner functionality; the software allows 

page creation without coding using ready-made tools. Banner Extensibility has developed the 
following pages:

• Faculty Schedule
Allows the faculty to see their schedule in the instructors’ personal accounts
• Students and faculty surveys
This module was developed for conducting online surveys, the survey tab is displayed in the 

mobile application in the students’ and faculty personal accounts
• Banner Research
In September 2020, a Banner Extensibility-based module (Banner Research) was separately 

configured. The system is designed to consolidate information about the faculty research 
achievements, to enter the faculty’s all professional data, including details on published papers. The 
module is designed to store all professional details, such as education, teaching and internship 
experience, awards, publications, etc.

HelpDesk
The University successfully operates the HelpDesk system for employees / faculty and 

separately for students. This solution allows you to combine the registration and execution of 
applications from all service departments of the University. At the moment, the system is processing 
applications received by the University’s Information Technology Center, Marketing Department and 
Administrative Department.

Applications from faculty and students on various issues requiring technical support are 
accepted in the HelpDesk system. For faculty and students HelpDesk https://helpdesk.narxoz.kz/ and 
HelpDesk Student https://shd.narxoz.kz are provided respectively.

HelpDesk is a free solution and satisfies the centralized processing of applications from 
university users. The introduction of this system can potentially reduce the burden on deans by 
directing questions directly to departments, depending on the topic of the issue. For example, earlier 
questions about payment by students were addressed to the dean's office or advisors, then they were 
redirected to the accounting department. Currently, requests for payment issues are sent directly to the 
accounting department. The system can track the frequency of questions, their processing speed 
processing by responsible employees, applications statistics, etc. through the administration panel, 
which allows to analyze the collected date and introduce optimizations.
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System Data Base
Banner student Version 3.1.1 Oracle Database 12c Enterprise Edition Release 12.1.0.2.0
Argos Enterprise Reporting Версия 
v6.0.0.9

Reports Generator (can be connected to a variety of 
databases)

Narxoz Mobile Mobile Application (IOS, Android)
Integration Platform (IP) Microsoft SQL Server 2017
Banner Research AIS Oracle Database 12c Enterprise Edition Release 12.1.0.2.0
portal.narxoz.kz Internal Portal
MegaPro ILS Version 3 Microsoft SQL Server 2017
PACS Access
Narxoz Card Microsoft SQL Server 2017
Classroom Booking My SQL 5.6
Counselling Services My SQL 5.6

StimulSoft Reports Generator, can be connected to a variety of 
databases

Canvas LMS Learning Management System, allows for student-faculty 
interaction

Figure 2. In tegration o f  the existing University system s

Document Automation System
The University has implemented a document automation system. User accounts are connected 

to the employees’ email addresses. Document access is provided based on the employee’s department. 
The University employees were given guidelines for Authentication, Interface and Document Card 
sections. The University has designed general Document Automation System guidelines 
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YWtAwgnzoeC4BZUKVWaaw4pa2tZcdmcK?usp=sharing 
).
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Library
The library fund is regularly supplied with new editions of educational and research literature 

relevant to the University profile and based on the curricula and study programs recommended by the 
University faculty. The library also provides research topic titles and takes into account readers’ 
requests and fully complies with the qualification requirements of the Ministry of Education and 
Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The Research Library organizes practical trainings and webinars for faculty and doctoral 
students with Clarivate Analytics, Springer, Elsevier representatives and others. The Library submits 
articles from the University’s Central Asian Economic Review journal, articles and papers published 
by the University’s researchers to the Science Index (RSCI) information and analytical system. The 
Library in cooperation with the Research Department monitors the University researchers’ publication 
activity.

The Research Library is equipped with the necessary telecommunication equipment, 
communication facilities, desktops and other computers which provide remote access to electronic 
library systems and modern professional databases; the Library provides free Internet access using 
Wi-Fi technology. All computers are connected to a local area network.

As a platform for providing a single point of access to electronic information resources, the 
Research Library’s webpage (which is part of the University website (http://library.narxoz.kz)) 
provides access to the electronic library, electronic catalogue, remote access to resources, virtual help 
desk, news feed and other services.

The Research Library operates the MegaPRO ILS, designed to automate the main library 
processes. The MegaPRO ILS allows to make access to information resources of the library more 
operational and prolific, as well as to enable the employees to transition to remote work, which 
significantly improves the Library’s ability to meet its users' needs. Users can order the necessary 
literature in the electronic catalogue, following the link http://megapro.narxoz.kz/MegaPro/Web.

The collection of the Electronic Library is a continuous process. Research Library users have 
access to domestic and foreign licensed electronic resources of publishing houses located on remote 
servers and accessible by the University IP addresses.

Comfortable conditions have been created for all user categories, including students with special 
needs. The Research Library assists in the individual selection of educational, methodological and 
research literature and books in the Braille system.

Adaptive technologies such as those provided by IPR MEDIA Group of Companies and Lan 
Electronic Library System allow people with visual impairments and complete absence of it to use the 
capabilities of the electronic library system. Such technologies include an adapted interface (according 
to GOST regulations), a 300% increase in font size with full preservation of the text legibility, 
listening to adaptive audio editions using programs, etc.

The Research Library cooperates with university libraries of the Republic of Kazakhstan and 
the CIS countries; access to electronic resources of the University of Coventry (UK) is open for 
students and teachers on this joint program.

Quality Assurance in Education Infrastructure
A quality infrastructure is the basis for education and research. IT and library services are 

fundamental to support the student and faculty learning. Certain infrastructure elements (e.g. sports 
facilities, dormitories, health center) complement academic services.

Material satisfaction at Narxoz University is assessed by including relevant questions in regular 
surveys: The Faculty Teaching Evaluation Survey, the Faculty Satisfaction Survey, and the Alumni 
Survey.
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The University conducts an annual (at the end of the academic year) review of the quality of 
work in administrative departments. The review is led by the department / division head and is 
supervised by the Vice President for Administrative Affairs.

The VP for Administrative Affairs meets with department staff to discuss results, 
recommendations, future goals, and plans for improvement. The tasks assigned to structural 
departments plans to improve their operations become part of the ongoing annual University planning.

All non-academic units / departments are actively involved in the development of the 
University’s strategic plan, preparation of the University Self-Assessment Report for accreditation 
agencies (both national and foreign), and also provide data for the annual national ranking.

Administrative divisions / departments draw up Rules and Regulations related to their activities 
(for example, Policies and Procedures of the Marketing and Public Relations Department; Rules for 
Organizing an Academic Mobility Program, Human Resources Policy Guidelines of the Legal and 
Human Resources Department).

MAINTAINING A SAFE AND COMFORTABLE TEACHING AND 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Narxoz University prioritizes ensuring the safety of students, academic and administrative 
personnel. For this purpose, the Security Department has developed algorithms for actions in 
emergency situations ("Algorithm for action in case of fire, fire or explosion at an object"; "Algorithm 
for action in emergency situations of a man-made and natural nature", etc.).

Narxoz University has a dynamic environment based on the interaction between faculty / 
researchers, students and administrative staff, as well as an active student life. Students have the 
opportunity to actively develop their leadership qualities both as part of their educational programs 
requirements and research projects, and in student organizations and clubs.

The Narxoz University’s material and technical base is sufficient for the implementation of 
educational services and fully complies with the University Strategic Development Concept for 2020
2025.

The material and technical base includes educational buildings and laboratories, a research 
library, a sports complex (gyms, yoga, aerobics and a swimming pool), student dormitories, canteens 
and cafes, sports and recreation facilities, technical equipment and vehicles.

The University operates 3 student dormitories equipped with computer labs, recreation rooms, 
sports rooms, and free Internet access via Wi-Fi to accommodate nonresident students.

The University possesses a sufficient number of vehicles, including cars and buses to support 
the educational process and departments.

Medical Services for Students, Faculty, and Staff
The University medical center is equipped with treatment rooms. General practitioners and 

nurses are assigned to serve students and staff. Medical workers conduct preventive talks, lectures and 
presentations on the prevention of socially significant diseases, including tuberculosis, on a healthy 
lifestyle, on the prevention and consequences of drug addiction, HIV / AIDS infection, prevention of 
COVID-19, etc.

Adapting the University Infrastructure for Students with special needs
During the annual repairs and construction works carried out in preparation for the new 

academic year, the creation of barrier-free access to the university infrastructure is taken into account. 
The main educational building has access for wheelchair users to the 1st floor through the main 
entrance, as well as to the 0th floor, where the assembly hall, museum, and buffet are located. The
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dining hall can also be accessed in a wheelchair. Tactile walkways are installed throughout the 
campus.

The sports and recreation complex with a swimming pool fully meets the adaptation 
requirements for people with special needs. The stadium, sports grounds and driveways have also 
been adapted for people with special needs. Student dormitories are equipped with ramps and 
elevators.

University Operation during the COVID-19 Restrictions
The University complies with all the prescriptions of the Republic of Kazakhstan Chief Sanitary 

Officer. All work schedules, as well as the admission of employees to work, are approved through the 
city quarantine headquarters of Almaty.

For the Admissions Committee activities, a disinfection tunnel was installed and disinfection 
mats were installed at the entrance to the premises. For the COVID-19 quarantine (lockdown) period 
and during the work of the Admissions Committee, disposable and reusable masks and medical gloves 
were procured. The University ensures a supply of disposable masks and medical gloves.

At all of the university buildings checkpoints, employees’ and students’ body temperature is 
measured using non-contact thermometers and the data is recorded in the log. Posters with a warning 
sign "No entry without a mask", posters designating the location of hand sanitizers, and dispensers 
with antibacterial hand sanitizers were installed at all entrance loops of the buildings. Dispensers with 
antiseptics and stationary germicidal lamps are installed in classrooms and common areas.

The University has established vaccination centers for its employees and provides benefits to 
vaccinated students.

The University has installed the Face-ID system and has supplied all its faculty with the 
equipment necessary for distance learning; it organizes distance learning webinars and has procured 
licenses for such software as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and Google Meets. The University has 
developed the Banner Research system to register faculty achievements.

Support for the Green Economy Principles
The University is encouraging waste separation and has installed eco-boxes throughout the 

University premises as part of the strategy to ensure the University’s participation in Kazakhstan’s 
transition to green economy.

The University has installed special container on campus to support a student environmental 
project for plastic collection. The university also supports KWR's city-wide waste paper collection 
project, the proceeds of which go to help orphanages in Almaty. For these purposes, waste paper 
containers have been installed on the University campus.

The university annually participates in the global ranking of environmental friendliness of 
universities - UI GreenMetrics World University Ranking. The founders of the rating seek to draw the 
attention of the academic community to the need to maintain sustainable development policies to 
address certain environmental problems. The main ranking criteria include indicators on energy 
consumption and savings, rational use of water resources, waste storage and recycling, the use of 
environmentally friendly vehicles; the ranking indicators also assess campus green areas. The 
University’s Administrative Department provides the necessary data to participate in the rating.

Section Documents:_____________________________________________________________________
Narxoz University Strategic Development Concept for 2020-2025; approved by the Decision of 
the Academic Council, Minutes No.10 dated May 26, 2020 and the Decision of the Board of 
Dirctors, Minutes No. 6 dated June 12, 2020.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fh6E9eTQh5knggRatuzLstd5vueO8V1A/view?usp=sharing
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Order of the Minister of Health of the Republic Kazakhstan No.611 dated August 16, 2017 On 
the Approval of Sanitary Rules “Sanitary and Epidemiological Requirements for Educational 
Institutions” https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1700015681
Order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No.391 dated June 
17, 2015 On the Approval of Qualifications Requirements for Educational Activity and the 
Documents List Confirming Compliance with the Requirements 
https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1500011716
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Standard 1.7 Information Management, ESG 2015:
Institutions should ensure that they collect, analyse and use relevant information for the effective 
management o f their programmes and other activities.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Narxoz University uses effective information gathering and analysis processes aimed at 

collecting information on study programs and other activities. The collection and management of 
information on certain activity areas is assigned to the relevant structures.

•  key performance indicators - Management Board, President of the University, Financial 
Directorate;

•  information about the student body, the level of academic performance, student achievements 
and student dismissals - Office of the Registrar;

•  student satisfaction with selected programs - Schools and Accreditation Department;
•  availability of educational resources and student support services - services supervised by the 

Vice-Provost for Research (scientific library); Vice Provost for Academic Affairs (Office of the 
Registrar, Advising Office, Distance Learning Center, Dean's Office for Student Relations) and Vice 
President for Administrative Affairs (Information Technology Department, Administrative 
Department);

•  alumni career development - Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations, Alumni 
Association

Standard 1.8 Public Information, ESG 2015:
Institutions should publish information about their activities, including programmes, which is 
clear, accurate, objective, up-to date and readily accessible.

Information for Public
The University has developed a transparent information policy and regularly informs the public 

about the quality assurance system of educational services (www.narxoz .edu.kz,
www.facebook. com/narxozkz/ , www. instagram.com/narxozkz/ , 
https://www.linkedin.com/school/narxoz-university/) .

General public, along with University students, faculty and administrators, can take part in 
solving issues of interest and / or make suggestions through social media. All questions and / or 
suggestions sent through the feedback forms are accepted by the Marketing and Admissions 
Department, which either answers them independently or sends them for consideration to the 
appropriate departments of the University. The Marketing and Admissions Department also publishes 
brochures, flyers, banners, posters and videos.

All University departments, faculty and administrators are involved in creating and updating the 
content of the University's website.

Employees receive the information about the University’s activities in various areas through 
specific communication channels. Taking into account the interests of the target audience in focus 
groups, the University media strategy is divided into a number of blocks (audio and visual), TV, social 
media, print and information media). The Marketing and Admissions Department uses all available 
and existing sources of promotion on the media market in order to reach large-scale exposure and 
attract additional potential audience. Social media are of priority as a means to inform all these 
interested parties: the official accounts of the University on Facebook, Instagram, Telegram bots;
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accounts of each of the four University Schools (www.narxoz.edu.kz, www.facebook.com/narxozkz/, 
www.instagram.com/narxozkz/, https://www.linkedin.com/school/narxoz-university/); social media 
accounts of the President and the Provost.

The University interacts with its partners through similar channels: social media, fairs, joint 
projects, mailing lists, digests, etc. Thus, the partners are in the University’s information field and 
receive information. In 2019, the Insight (inside) Narxoz project was held - an annual report for all 
University stakeholders in the conference format with the involvement of the key speaker, Ruben 
Vardanyan (Russian billionaire, investor, venture philanthropist and entrepreneur). The University 
created the NarxozBirge Telegram channel to send notifications to its stakeholders.

By cooperating with the general public, the University is actively working through the mass and 
social media: interviews with the President, Provost, deans, expert opinions from faculty and 
University staff, live broadcasts on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/c/NarxozUniversity), 
broadcast of extended meetings of the Academic Council, live broadcasts with opinion leaders. These 
and other means of informing the public make Narxoz University one of the most open universities. 
For a sustainable interaction with these target groups, the University employs several staff members - 
an SMM specialist, a press secretary and a separate unit - MediaLab, to create photo and video content.

The University has created a specific interaction algorithm with the following tools: there is an 
active involvement of independent experts from among the public opinion leaders, successful 
university graduates and employers. Media strategy is based on expanding geography and 
international experience (partner universities), conducting online seminars and fairs, guest lectures 
and panel sessions with potential partners and students. The outgoing communications process 
includes the preparation of the so-called speaker base from among the University teachers in various 
areas and strata.

The University adheres to the policy of building long-term and fruitful cooperation with a 
number of media platforms, in particular, the creation of dialogue platforms and platforms for public 
interaction. The University’s fundamental principle is to provide information to all media, without 
exception (regardless of their form and status). In addition, the University provides free legal advice 
to the population through the media - zakon.kz and Informburo.kz and provides a legal clinic based 
on international experience.

The media publications archive the media is constantly filled; in addition, the materials are 
available in popular search engines. The content and newsfeed on the official website and interaction 
channels are regularly updated. Thus, both the public and the employees can easily find publications 
related to the University.

The key factors of interacting with media is to provide actual information based on incoming 
requests (such as interviews, overviews, articles, analytical, and other types of publications). 
Additionally, the University adheres to a policy of systematic and proactive engagement to create 
interesting news occasions as part of the ongoing large-scale University activities, the University 
maintains feedback channels with readers and its social media subscribers, groups and communities, 
including via corporate email.

Information on Quality Management Measures and Achieved Results
Information on quality management, intended for the general public, is covered in all official 

Narxoz University communication channels:
• Latest news is published on the website and in press releases: https://narxoz .edu.kz/news;
• The Marketing and Admissions Department actively uses social media: Facebook

(https://www.facebook.com), Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/), LinkedIn
(https://www.linkedin.com/company), VKontakte (https://vk.com/);
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• The University website has a separate Narxoz University Rankings and Accreditations web 
page with basic information about the University rankings, accreditations, membership and 
partnerships with links to the relevant websites https://narxoz.edu.kz/global/en/gl ob al - 
network/rankings-accreditations-memberships/;

The Narxoz main web resource is represented by the official website - narxoz.edu.kz. This 
resource allows the reader to search for basic information on the University including latest news and 
updates. On the main page of the site, the user can choose one of six main sections:

1. University. This section includes general information, including the University’s mission, 
values, history and development strategy. In addition, here you can get acquainted with the 
institution’s management structure and its collegial bodies, such as: educational and methodological 
association, Academic Council, educational and methodological as well as dissertation councils. The 
section also contains information on the current development of the University as a whole, as well as 
in the framework of sustainable development. Current vacancies and contacts of the press center are 
also posted here.

2. Adm issions. The content in this section, as the name implies, includes the information on the 
admission process for all levels of education offered by the University, up-to-date information on 
tuition discounts and benefits as well as existing scholarship programs. For foreign applicants, there 
is an additional page with detailed information on programs, necessary paperwork and other admission 
and study details.

3. Students. The information in this section reveals the richness of student life: student 
organizations, academic calendar, career and future opportunities, library, academic mobility and 
much more. In addition, there is also information for new students, including basic instructions, dates 
and regulations.

4. Schools. The Schools section allows the visitor to go to the personal site of any of the four 
operating Schools of the University. Each School publishes on its website details on the study 
programs the School offers, the faculty, as well as the School leadership. Information on educational 
areas includes detailed curricula, indicating the number of credits for each course, as well as a general 
course catalogue containing brief course description. School websites also contain personal profiles 
of the faculty members with indication of positions, degrees and other details.

5. Research. This section contains information on research projects and Research Department 
activities, as well as that of student research clubs. In addition, in this section introduces the University 
journal -  Central Asian Economic Review and the electronic library with a wide selection of literature.

6. Alum ni. The final section of this block includes subsections that contain information for the 
University alumni: a group for career development and relations with alumni, an alumni association, 
partnerships, and contacts for further cooperation.

7. The University operates a website global.narxoz.kz and a social media page global.narxoz 
(https://www.instagram.com/narxozglobal /) to consolidate all information on cooperation with 
University partners, as well as to inform on the results of joint projects. This initiative allows partners 
to obtain information about the University, see the history of the University's interaction with other 
partners and leave a request for cooperation.

8. Academ ic Council. University staff can see all decisions of the Academic Council, which 
increases the decision-making transparency and increases the staff and faculty awareness about the 
University activities.

9. D igest fo r  em ployees. The HR Department sends newsletters to all employees about the latest 
appointments and important structural changes via the corporate email.
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S e c t i o n  D o c u m e n t s :

Academic Policy approved by the decision of the Narxoz University Academic Council dated 
October 19, 2021, Minutes No.5 https://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original_img/61a4700003ce6.pdf

Regulations on the development of educational programmes, approved by the Decision of the Narxoz 
University Academic Council dated August 25, 2020, Minutes No.1
http://portal.narxoz.kz/images/original img/5fc7760ad46d7.pdf
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Standard 1.9 On-Going Monitoring and Periodic Review of Programmes, ESG 2015:
Institutions should monitor and periodically review their programmes to ensure that they achieve 
the objectives set for them and respond to the needs o f students and society. These reviews should 
lead to continuous improvement o f the program. Any action planned or taken as a result should 
be communicated to all those concerned.

CONTINUOUS MONITORING AND PERIODIC ASSESSMENT
Narxoz University continuously monitors the quality of its educational services to identify the 

degree and completeness of the educational standards implementation.
Internal regulatory documents such as the Academic Policy, Study Programs Development 

Regulation, etc. serve as the regulatory basis for the monitoring procedure and periodic assessment of 
the University’s study programs

Narxoz University monitors its study programs and services satisfaction level by various 
stakeholders, including “consumers” of the final product - employers and external partners.

A variety of methods and a continuously updated toolset are used for data collection. Members 
of the university community (students, staff and faculty) are encouraged to participate in the surveys. 
The data collection frequency depends on the nature of the project.

Students’ Participation in Quality Assessment
Schools conduct internal student surveys. For instance, the School of Digital Technologies 

conducts 1st Year Student Survey, Students’ Mental Health Survey, Student Satisfaction Survey and 
Faculty Satisfaction Survey.

The Accreditation Department conducts the Faculty Teaching Evaluation Survey in order to 
ensure the quality of instruction at the University level. Every semester the survey provides valuable 
student feedback on the effectiveness of their education, quality of instruction and class experience 
for each course they were enrolled in. The Faculty Teaching Evaluation Survey is anonymous and is 
conducted pending the final course grade according to the academic calendar.

The faculty can access individual assessment indicators of the student survey in their Banner 
Faculty personal account.

Based on the general Faculty Teaching Evaluation Survey School-specific reports are also 
generated. EPs Heads and Schools Directors have access to such School-specific reports. President, 
Provost, and Vice Provosts have access both to the general and School-specific reports through their 
user accounts (https://portal.narxoz.kz/) by navigating to the Report Packages tab.

The survey results help:
• identify areas for improving faculty performance;
• serve as a feedback tool between students, teachers and academic leadership;
• allow the University to closely monitor and improve quality of instruction.

Student assessment of the faculty also plays an important role in faculty members’ careers. The 
results of the Teaching Assessment Survey are used to assess the faculty's performance in accordance 
with the Faculty Grading System, as well as for promotions, contract renewals and consideration of 
salary increases and bonuses.

At the end of each semester, the International Development and Partnerships Office conducts a 
Participants’ Satisfaction in Academic Mobility Programs Survey.
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Survey results provide useful and comprehensive information for:
• monitoring the University’s effectiveness and highlighting specific strengths and problems;
• promoting continuous quality improvement efforts;
• enhancing student participation and enhancing collaboration between students and staff;
• defining areas of additional research;
• directions of the decision-making process and action plan.

In order to determine the main reasons for student withdrawals, the Office of the Registrar 
conducts a Student Withdrawal Survey. The survey includes questions about the reasons for student’s 
dissatisfaction (in academic terms; in terms of interpersonal relationships in the group and with faculty 
members; student housing, etc.).

In order to ensure students that their feedback is valuable, Schools QA Committees provide a 
so-called Progress Report, which outlines possible actions to implement student recommendations 
aimed at improving their learning experience. These reports are then submitted to the Student Senate 
for discussion with the student community.

For example, according to the spring 2020/21 Faculty Teaching Evaluation Survey report 
recommendations, the School of Digital Technologies QA Committee in its Progress report made the 
decision that the Committee shall moderate the Quantitative Methods in Business course syllabus in 
response to the recommendation regarding paying attention to the student-faculty communications 
support regarding SIW assignments. Under Provost’s leadership the School made a decision to update 
the ICT course with an emphasis on its applied value in education and employment in order to expand 
the applicability of the acquired knowledge. The School of Economics and Management QA 
Committee, in response to the student survey report recommendation to "Ensure the availability of 
books on professional certifications", decided to discuss this issue with the Research Library. 
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bfzmc-zhvx4HsnES0I9cCGuCciEDK9np?usp=sharing) .

In order to improve the organization of the educational and research processes, the Department 
of Doctoral Studies QA Committee conducts a survey o f  doctora l students for satisfaction with (1) the 
quality of teaching academic disciplines, (2) the quality of research advice, and (3) conducts an alumni 
survey assessing their level of satisfaction with the quality of the educational and research process in 
doctoral studies.

The purpose of researching the survey results is to provide and maintain feedback with 
students and graduates of doctoral study programs, to identify the doctoral students’ and graduates’ 
degree of satisfaction with the quality of education in doctoral studies.

The Department conducts the survey of doctoral students on a regular basis after the 
intermediate certification of doctoral students (examination session and defense of research reports) 
by sending a survey link in Google form (https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/?tgif=d) . The survey 
contents include multiple choice questions. In addition to the questions, each survey form contains the 
Your comments, remarks and suggestions item for a complete answer.

Responsible members of the DDS QA Committee analyze survey results and use them as a 
basis for developing recommendations as to the means to eliminate the identified deficiencies (if any) 
and to make adequate decisions to improve the quality of doctoral students' education. These 
recommendations are discussed at a meeting of the DDS QA Committee and submitted to the Doctoral 
Council.

When conducting a survey, the Department adheres to privacy principles. The survey is 
anonymous; information about the doctoral students’ answers is strictly private and not subject to 
disclosure.
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Alumni Participation in Quality Assessment
The Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations conducts the Alumni survey, which 

collects alumni feedback on career experience and the relevance of knowledge and skills obtained at 
the University.

The survey determines the overall experience of graduates, their level of satisfaction with their 
study program, academic and other services and their plans for the future.

The survey is conducted by disseminating questionnaire forms by email and online 
questionnaire forms as well as through telephone interviews.

The information obtained from the interview has a number of different uses, including:
• updating the program content to better achieve the objectives;
• action plans to improve the students’ personal development throughout their studies;
• decisions regarding the development of graduate employability skills;
The results of all surveys are brought to the attention of the University top management, as well 

as to the Narxoz University staff and alumni.
Key alumni comments are regarded as a basis for further improvement of study programs, 

University services and the environment and are used to:
• planning changes in curriculum, teaching methods and educational approaches;
• development of a sustainable strategy for long-term cooperation between graduates and the 

University;
• to enhance feedback from alumni and their contribution to charitable initiatives;
• optimizing student recruitment and career services for students and graduates.

Faculty Participation in Quality Assessment
Faculty members participate in the assessment process through regular and on-demand events. 

The Faculty Satisfaction Survey is conducted by the Accreditation Department and serves as a regular 
channel for faculty feedback.

The Faculty Satisfaction Survey measures the faculty’s satisfaction level with their working 
conditions, professional development and leadership at Narxoz University for the further development 
of the University as a good place for work.

The survey is conducted annually (in the spring semester) using an online tool and on a voluntary 
basis. The questionnaire is revised on an annual basis to reflect the administrative changes that have 
taken place in the last academic year (e.g. new appointments in the central administration).

The survey report is provided to senior management and University staff through an internal 
shared platform.

The survey results reflect key aspects of the faculty’s experience and support:
• in identifying working conditions and satisfaction dynamics compared to previous period;
• in planning activities for the selection and retention of the best faculty;
• in developing appropriate action plans for services, resources and processes

Employers’ Participation in Quality Assessment
The University obtains employers' feedback on the Narxoz University graduates’ professional 

preparedness level in terms of knowledge, skills and attitudes through the Employers Satisfaction 
Survey. The survey is conducted by the Center of Career Development and Alumni Relations via 
email, fax, mail, phone calls and meetings.

The results of the survey are communicated to senior management, faculty and University staff.
The results illustrate employers' perceptions of the University graduates’ quality of vocational 

training and help identify ways to further improve academic programs. Feedback from employers
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provides insight into the quality of graduate education and can contribute to initiatives in the following 
areas:

• building and managing multifaceted cooperation between the University and professional 
organizations;

• planning activities to improve alumni employment;
• adjusting current curricula and developing other proposals that meet employers’ needs.

Informing Stakeholders on Survey Results
As part of the general Report on the Faculty Teaching Evaluation Survey separate School- 

specific reports are also generated. EP heads and School Directors have access to these school reports. 
The University publishes both general reports and School-specific reports on its electronic resource 
https://portal.narxoz.kz/ in the Report Package tab in order to support the data-driven decision-making 
process. President, Provost, Vice-Provosts and School Directors have access to the reports provided 
they authorize with their credentials on the University website.

The survey results are crucial in: identifying areas for faculty performance improvements; 
serving as a feedback tool between students, faculty and academic leadership; enabling the University 
to closely monitor and improve the quality of teaching and instruction.

Access to individual assessment results as part of a student survey is provided to teachers in the 
Banner Faculty system provided they authorize with their credentials.

In order to ensure students that their feedback is valuable, Schools provide a so-called Progress 
Report, which outlines possible actions to implement student recommendations aimed at improving 
their learning experience which are then forwarded to the Vice Provost for Academic Affairs. These 
reports are then submitted to the Student Senate for discussion with the student community.
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Standard 1.10 Cyclical External Quality Assurance, ESG 2015:
Institu tions shou ld  undergo external quality assurance in line w ith  the E SG  on a  cyclical basis.

EXTERNAL REVIEW AND QUALITY MONITORING

Accreditation of the University and Study Programs
To affirm the quality of educational activities, the University applies for external assessment 

and regularly undergoes institutional and specialized accreditation procedures in recognized foreign 
and national agencies.

In 2016 Narxoz University successfully passed the CEEMAN International Quality 
Accreditation. The accreditation certificate is valid for the period 08.07.2016-08.07.2022 
(http://www.ceeman.org/accreditation/ceeman-iqa-accredited-institutions).

CEEMAN is an international management development association in dynamic societies uniting 
more than 210 institutional and individual members in more than 50 countries. For further details 
see: http://www.ceeman.org/about-us.

In 2022 Narxoz University successfully passed the FIBAA Institutional accreditation, valid June 
29, 2022 -  June 28, 2028 (https://www.fibaa.org/) .

In 2017 more than 30 (thirty) Narxoz University study programs received institutional and 
specialized accreditation from the IAAR and received accreditation certificates for 5 and 7 years, i.e. 
till 2022 and 2024 respectively.
(h ttvs://drive.soosle.com /drive/fo lders/1m k0E U V aIG R YG l3E M bvSlW LcaI2kLYm D b?usy= sharins).

Table 1. The L is t o f  Study P rogram s w hich  received  the IA A R  Specia lized  Accredita tion
(https://w w w .iaar.agency) fo r  the 2017-2018 academ ic yea r

1. International institutional reaccreditation for a 7-year term (the certificate is valid until 2024)
2. International specialized accreditation of 10 study programs for a 5-year term (the certificate is 
valid until 2022):
-  5В030100 - Law
-  5В051100, 6М051100, 6D051100 - Marketing
-  5В090800, 6М090800 - Assessment
-  5В091200 -  Restaurant and Hotel Business
-  5В090500, 6М090500 -  Social Work
-  6D052000 -  Business Administration
3. International specialized reaccreditation of 20 study programs for a 7-year term (the certificate 
is valid until 2024):
-  5В050800, 6М050800, 6D050800 -  Accounting and Audit
-  5В050600, 6М050600, 6D050600 -  Economics
-  5В051000, 6М051000, 6D051000 -  State and Local Government
-  5В050900, 6М050900, 6D050900 -  Finance
-  5В030400, 6М030400 -  Customs
-  5В020200, 6М020200 -  International Relations
-  5В050700, 6М050700, 6D050700 -  Management
-  5В090200 -  Tourism

In the 2020/2021 academic year 17 (seventeen) of the University’s study programs passed the 
IAAR primary specialized accreditation (ex-ante), (Order No. 03-01/173 dated November 3, 2020
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«On the Preparations for the FIBAA International Accreditation and the IAAR Primary Accreditation 
of Study Programs»).

Table 2. The L is t o f  S tudy P rogram s w hich received  the IA A R  prim ary  specia lized  accreditation (ex- 
ante) (h ttps://iaar.agency/registry/univer/38) _ for the 2020-2021academ ic yea r

No. Study Program Code Certificate Validity Period Date of 
Issue

Undergraduat e
1 International and 

Comparative Political 
Science (2019), 4 years

6В03101 АВ3455 27.05.2021 26.05.2024 27.05.2021

2 Psychological 
Counselling (2020), 4 
years

6В03102 АВ3462 27.05.2021 26.05.2022 27.05.2021

3 Sociology (2020), 4 years 6В03103 АВ 3454 27.05.2021 26.05.2024 27.05.2021
4 HR and Business 

Planning (2020), 4 years
6В04117 АВ3463 27.05.2021 26.05.2026 27.05.2021

5 Ecology (2019), 4 years 6В05201 AB3452 27.05.2021 26.05.2024 27.05.2021
6 Statistics (2019), 4 years 6В05401 АВ3456 27.05.2021 26.05.2026 27.05.2021
7 Applied Mathematics for 

Digital Economics 
(2020), 4 years

6В05402 АВ3457 27.05.2021 26.05.2024 27.05.2021

8 Software Engineering 
(2019), 4 years

6В06102 АВ3458 27.05.2021 26.05.2022 27.05.2021

Graduate
9 Financial Analysis 

(2020), 2 years МВА
7М04110 АВ3468 27.05.2021 26.05.2026 27.05.2021

10 Financial Risk 
Management (2020), 2 
years МВА

7М04111 АВ3466 27.05.2021 26.05.2026 27.05.2021

11 Actuary (2020), 2 years 
МВА

7М04112 АВ3465 27.05.2021 26.05.2026 27.05.2021

12 Macroanalysis and 
Forecasting (2020), 2 
years МВА

7М04113 АВ3467 27.05.2021 26.05.2026 27.05.2021

13 Investigation of Financial 
and Economic Offences 
(2019), 2 years (Research 
and Pedagogic Direction)

7М04201 АВ3464 27.05.2021 26.05.2024 27.05.2021

14 Ecology (2020), 2 years 
(Research and Pedagogic 
Direction)

7М05202 АВ3453 27.05.2021 26.05.2024 27.05.2021

15 Digital Technologies in 
Business: Data Analysis 
and Solution Practices 
(2020), 2 years (Research 
and Pedagogic Direction)

7М06102 АВ3459 27.05.2021 26.05.2026 27.05.2021
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16 Tourism and Hospitality 
(2020), 2 years (Research 
and Pedagogic Direction)

7М11101 АВ3460 27.05.2021 26.05.2022 27.05.2021

17 Restaurant and Hotel 
Business (2020), 2 years 
(Research and Pedagogic 
Direction)

7М11104 АВ3461 27.05.2021 26.05.2024 27.05.2021

Table 3. The L is t o f  Study P rogram s w hich received  the FIBAA specia lized  accreditation  
(ex-ante) (https://w w w .fibaa.org/) fo r  the 2021-2022 academ ic yea r

№ Study Program Validity period
1 Corporate Governance, Compliance and Performance 

Appraisal
2022-2028

2 Masters of Applied Finance with concentration in Financial 
Risk management

2022-2028

3 Bachelor in Marketing 2022-2028
4 Bachelor in Management 2022-2028
5 Bachelor in Accounting and Audit 2022-2028
6 PhD in Accounting, Audit and Taxation 2022-2028
7 Jurisprudence (Bachelor degree) 2022-2028

Table 4. The L is t o f  Study P rogram s w hich  received  the IQ AA prim ary  specia lized  accreditation  
__________________________  (ex-ante) (h ttps://iqaa.kz/) _ for the 2021-2022 academ ic year

№ Study Program Validity period Certificate
Undergraduate

1. 6В06103 - Digital Engineering 28.05.2022 -27.05.2027 г. IS-А №0052/1
2. 6В06104 - Digital 

Management and Design
28.05.2022 -27.05.2027 г. IS-А №0052/1

3. 6В04125 - Public 
administration

28.05.2022 -27.05.2027 г. IS-А №0052/1

4. 6В03102 - Psychological 
counselling

28.05.2022 -27.05.2027 г. IS-А №0052/2

Graduate
5. 7М04124 -  Corporate 

Governance, Compliance and 
Performance Appraisal

28.05.2022 -27.05.2027г. IS-А №0052/3 
(Passed FIBAA 

accreditation in March 
2022)

6. 7М04129 - HR Management 28.05.2022 -27.05.2027 г. IS-А №0052/3
7. 7М06103 - Data Engineering 28.05.2022 -27.05.2023 г. IS-А №0052/3

Atameken NCE University Study Programs Ranking
Narxoz University annually participates in the University Study Programs Ranking conducted 

by the Atameken National Chamber of Entrepreneurs (Национальная палата предпринимателей  
Республики Казахстан «Атамекен» (atameken.kz). Narxoz University entered the top-10 Kazakhstani 
universities in the 2020 Atameken NCE universities ranking. Table No.5 contains study programs 
ranking positions per the Atameken NCE ranking.
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Table 4. N arxoz University study program s ranking  positions  
in the A tam eken  N C E  ranking, 2018 - 2021 (h ttys://a tam eken.kz/ru/university ra tings)

Study Program 2018 2019 2020 2021
5B051100-Marketing 4 / out of 27 3/ out of 18 2/ out of 16 6/ out of 14
5B051000-State and Local Government - - 2/ out of 39 1/ out of 39
5B091200-Restaurant and Hotel Business - 3/ out of 9 3/ out of 9 9/ out of 12
5B070400-Computer Science and Software 17 / out of 53 26/ out of 45 4/ out of 50 7/ out of 41
5B050800-Accounting and Audit 2 / out of 78 7/ out of 69 4/ out of 71 3/ out of 65
5B030100-Law 1 / out of 64 15/ out of 64 5/ out of 62 17/out of 61
5B050900-Finance 12 / out of 81 6/ out of 74 6/ out of 74 4/ out of 74
5B050700-Management 4 / out of 53 17/ out of 35 6/ out of 38 1/ out of 39
5B050600-Economics 1 / out of 77 13/ out of 66 7/ out of 64 4/ out of 53
5B090200-Tourism 3 / out of 41 10/ out of 34 8/ out of 27 20/ out of 31
5B020200-International Relations 2 / out of 24 19/ out of 22 9/ out of 21 -
5B140100-Information Systems 5 / out of 65 8/ out of 57 11/out o f 55 2 2 /out o f 54
5B060800-Ecology 1 / out of 40 2/ out of 37 15/out o f35 2 3 /out o f27
5B090800-Assessment 1 / out of 13 1 / out of 6 - -
5B030400-Customs 1 / out of 13 3/ out of 6 - -

Narxoz University also participates in international rankings - QS World University Rankings 
и Times Higher Education World University Rankings (https://narxoz.kz/global/global- 
netw ork/rankings-accreditations-m em berships).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In accordance with the Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher 

Education Area, ESG 2015): “At the heart of all quality assurance activities are the twin purposes of 
accountability and enhancement. Taken together, these create trust in the higher education institution’s 
performance” (https://enqa.eu/index.php/home/esg/).

Continuous improvement of the quality assurance in education services is the Narxoz 
University’s main strategic priority.
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